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Abstract
We introduce an upper semi-continuous function that stratifies the highest multiplicity locus of a hyper-
surface in arbitrary characteristic. The blow-up along the maximum stratum defined by this function leads
to a form of simplification of the singularities, known as the reduction to the monomial case.
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0. Introduction
Resolution of singularities is a classical and central problem in algebraic geometry. Using a
non-constructive argument, Hironaka proved in the mid sixties (cf. [20]) that the singularities of
varieties over fields of characteristic zero could always be resolved. Several constructive (algo-
rithmic) proofs of resolution of singularities have been published since the late eighties [6,11,18,
26,29,30,34].
There are some results on low-dimensional varieties over arbitrary fields by Abhyankar, and
more recently by some other authors (see also [7–10]) but the general question of resolution
remains open. Another important contribution is de Jong’s work on alterations, which provides a
weaker statement, but it is strong enough for certain applications.
In the next paragraphs we describe some of the main ideas of the proof of algorithmic res-
olution in characteristic zero, paying special attention to the part of the argument that fails in
positive characteristic. After this exposition, we explain the results obtained in this paper.
Suppose that X is a reduced scheme over a field of characteristic zero. An algorithmic desin-
gularization of X can be obtained in two steps, say A and B. In Step A, a suitable sequence of
monoidal transformations on smooth centers is defined so as to produce a simplification of the
singularities of X, meaning that they can be assumed to be contained in some smooth lower-
dimensional scheme, where they can be described in terms of an ideal of a divisor with normal
crossings support. This step is accomplished by using an inductive argument. Once this process
is finished, it is said that X is within the monomial case. In Step B, the monomial case is treated:
a combinatorial argument leads to a resolution of singularities of X.
0.1. Step A. Simplification of singularities
The goal here is to define a stratification of any reduced scheme X by means of an upper
semi-continuous function ΓX :X → (Λ,), where (Λ,) is a fixed well ordered set, such that:
(1) The maximum value of ΓX is attained on a smooth closed subscheme, MaxΓX , which
describes the worst singularities of X, and the minimum value of ΓX is attained on the
non-singular locus of X.
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lowing sense: as in (1), a new upper semi-continuous function ΓX1 :X1 → (Λ,) is defined
with the following properties:
(a) If x1 ∈X1 \ π−11 (MaxΓX)X \ MaxΓX maps to x ∈X, then ΓX(x)= ΓX1(x1).
(b) The maximum value of ΓX , MaxΓX , drops, i.e., MaxΓX1 < MaxΓX .
(3) A simplification of the singularities of X is obtained after a finite number of monoidal trans-
formations defined by ΓX0,ΓX1 , . . . ,ΓXn−1 , which can have the following form:
X =X0 ←X1 ← ·· · ←Xn. (1)
This is usually referred to as a reduction to the monomial case. Its meaning will be explored
in more detail below.
The question now is how to define the functions ΓXi :Xi → (Λ,), for i = 0,1, . . . , n − 1.
Suppose that X is embedded in a smooth d-dimensional scheme V (d). A first approximation to
ΓX is to consider the order of the ideal of definition of X, I(d) ⊂ OV (d) , at the closed points
x ∈ V (d). Notice that this defines an upper semi-continuous function, say,
Γ (d) :X → Z0.
However this function is too coarse, since in general it does not satisfy properties (1) and (2b).
This becomes clear if we assume, for instance, that X is a hypersurface: then the maximum order
of I(X) is located in the set of points of X with maximum multiplicity, which may not be a
smooth subscheme of V (d).
An important point in characteristic zero is how the previous function Γ (d) can be refined,
thanks to the existence of hypersurfaces of maximal contact: the closed set MaxΓ (d) is locally
contained in a smooth (d − 1)-dimensional scheme V (d−1), and it can be described by means of
an ideal I(d−1) ⊂ OV (d−1) . Then a new function Γ (d−1) : MaxΓ (d) ⊂ V (d−1) → Z0 is defined
on MaxΓ (d) ⊂ V (d−1), now using the order at closed points of the ideal I(d−1). The construction
of an upper semi-continuous function Γ :X → (Λ,) satisfying all properties (1), (2) and (3)
from Step A is made by collecting the information from Γ (d),Γ (d−1), . . . and employing an
inductive argument.
0.2. Step B. The monomial case
Once Step A is accomplished as a composition of a finite number of monoidal transformations,
V (d) ← V (d)n , it can be assumed that, locally, the worst singularities of Xn ⊂ V (d)n are contained
in some smooth (d − e)-dimensional closed subscheme V (d−e)n ⊂ V (d)n , and that they can be
defined in terms of an ideal of a divisor with normal crossings support. Here e 1, and the ideal
of a divisor with normal crossings is called a monomial ideal. In this case (monomial case) it is
relatively easy to enlarge sequence (1) to resolve the singularities of X.
0.3. Hypersurfaces of maximal contact and the problems in positive characteristic
Hypersurfaces of maximal contact play a central role in constructive resolution in character-
istic zero. This topic is related to Abhyankar’s notion of Tschirnhausen transform (or Tschirn-
hausen substitution): given the equation of a singular embedded hypersurface, Tschirnhausen
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highest multiplicity locus of the singular hypersurface (maximal contact). Moreover, this con-
tainment is preserved by monoidal transformations with centers included in the locus with the
highest multiplicity (see [1–3]).
It is the work of J. Giraud where hypersurfaces of maximal contact arise by means of tech-
niques that involve differential operators on smooth schemes, in a first attempt to address the
problem of embedded desingularization in arbitrary characteristic (cf. [15]). This approach,
which uses differential operators, played a central role in the development of algorithmic res-
olution of singularities in characteristic zero.
However, in positive characteristic hypersurfaces of maximal contact may not exist (see for
instance [16] and [28]). For this reason, the argument explained in Step A cannot be extended to
this setting.
0.4. The aim of this paper
In this paper we show that the stratifying functions with the prescribed properties of Step A,
defined in any characteristic. This extension is made possible by the introduction of two tools:
the characteristic free techniques introduced in [31] that avoid maximal contact; and the function
defined thanks to Main Theorem 10.1 (see Definition 10.2).
When applied to characteristic zero, this approach leads to the same upper semi-continuous
functions, and to the reduction to the monomial case, as, for instance, in [12]. This coincidence
in characteristic zero is fully proved in [14].
Thus, Main Theorem 10.1 provides a characteristic free form of induction; and as a conse-
quence, a simplification of singularities over arbitrary characteristic (in the spirit of the reduction
to monomial case) can be obtained (this is shown in [32]). In other words, the so-called “reduc-
tion to the monomial case” is possible in positive characteristic. This means that the monomial
case arises in some lower dimension via induction (cf. [32]).
0.5. About Step B
In characteristic zero, once X is within the monomial case, it is possible to define another
upper semi-continuous function, of a combinatorial nature. This function again stratifies X in
smooth strata; then the iteration of a finite sequence of blow-ups at its maximum stratum eas-
ily leads to a resolution of singularities of X. Therefore, the extension of Step A to arbitrary
characteristic, i.e., the reduction to the monomial case in any characteristic, opens a door to new
invariants. Over fields of positive characteristic, hypersurfaces whose highest multiplicity locus
is in the “monomial case”, turn out to have very particular properties. The treatment of this spe-
cific case, which we hope to address in the future, would imply resolution of singularities over
arbitrary fields (see [5]).
0.6. Other approaches to resolution in arbitrary characteristic
The form of induction dealt with in this paper is different from the one used in [24], and
also different from those used in the Kawanoue program ([25] and [27]), and in [35]. All these
approaches strongly rely on techniques of differential operators, but differ in their approach to
induction. In these works, restriction to smooth hypersurfaces of maximal contact is replaced by
a notion of restriction to singular hypersurfaces, which are also, in some generalized sense, of
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itive characteristic have also been addressed in [11]. There are other invariants for singularities
in positive characteristic, studied in works of Cossart, Hauser, and Moh, which are also related
to the problem of embedded resolution of singularities. We include an example to illustrate the
effect of Step A on a particular singularity. We chose here one of Hauser’s kangaroo points (see
Example 13.5); these are singularities where pathologies specific to positive characteristic arise.
For instance, the definition of a resolution invariant which works in characteristic zero, but over
positive characteristic increases after a finite number of blow-ups at closed points (cf. [17] and
[19] for full details).
0.7. Elimination: a strategy for overcoming the failure of maximal contact in positive
characteristic
0.7.1. Maximal contact vs. elimination
In [31], the concepts of hypersurfaces of maximal contact and restriction to hypersurfaces of
maximal contact are replaced by the notion of transversal projections and elimination algebras
(respectively). This allows us to use induction in any characteristic. We illustrate this procedure
next.
Let k be a field, let A be a smooth k-algebra, and let X be a hypersurface in Spec(A[Z])
defined by
f (Z)= Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · + an ∈A[Z].
Suppose Υn is the set of n-fold points of X (i.e., the points of multiplicity n= degf (Z)), and
let B =A[Z]/〈f (Z)〉. Then the natural projection
β : Spec(B)→ Spec(A)
is a finite morphism, and Zariski’s multiplicity formula for projections ensures that the map
induces a bijection between Υn and β(Υn) (see 7.1 for more details).
Now, in this setting
(i) A suitable A[Z]-Rees algebra G, with singular locus Sing G = Υn, is associated to f (Z) (we
refer to Definition 3.6 for the notion of singular locus of a Rees algebra).
(ii) An elimination algebra RG is associated to G. This elimination algebra is a Rees alge-
bra over the ring A (independent of the variable Z), and has the property that β(Υn) =
β(Sing G)⊂ Sing RG .
Following this approach, the highest multiplicity locus of X is projected bijectively to the
smooth scheme Spec(A). This projection replaces the restriction, used in characteristic zero, of
the highest multiplicity locus of X to a hypersurface of maximal contact.
More specifically, and parallel to the arguments given in Step A, the ambient space V (d) here
is Spec(A[Z]), and the ideal I(d) is replaced by G. Then the restriction to the hypersurface of
maximal contact V (d−1) is replaced by the projection to Spec(A), and the information encoded
by I(d−1) is now encoded by the Rees algebra RG , over the ring A, so it is independent of the
variable Z.
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Rees algebras (see 3.9 for the precise definition):
Γ (d) : Sing G → Q0
x → ordx G.
As it happens with ideals, this order function turns out to be too coarse to satisfy properties (1)
and (2b) of Step A. Thus, we refine this function by considering
Γ (d−1) : MaxΓ (d) → Q0
x → ordx1 RG,
where x1 = β(x), and where we use the fact that β(MaxΓ (d)) ⊂ Sing RG . After this, the con-
struction proceeds by induction.
In the present article, we show that this procedure can be iterated and that the functions we
construct are independent of the choice of the projection. By induction on the dimension, we
can construct an upper semi-continuous function to some well ordered set, Γ :X → (Λ,),
that stratifies Υn in smooth strata, and also fulfills conditions (1), (2) and (3) in Step A (see
Main Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 13.1). Therefore, this part of the inductive argument, used
in characteristic zero, can be extended to positive characteristic. The iteration of blow-ups at
the maximum strata of this function, leads to a simplification of the singularities in some lower
dimension (see [32]).
The idea of projecting the maximum multiplicity locus to a smooth subscheme, follows along
the lines of Jung’s procedure for resolving hypersurface singularities, via a simplification of the
discriminant.
The paper is organized in five parts. Part 1 contains a brief exposition of the main ideas be-
hind algorithmic resolution of singularities over fields of characteristic zero. As indicated above,
algorithmic resolution is achieved in two Steps A and B: a reduction to the monomial case, and
then a treatment of the monomial case. We indicate the conditions required to extend Step A to
arbitrary fields.
The problem of resolution over arbitrary fields will be formulated in terms of Rees algebras,
so Part 2 is devoted to recalling some notions of the theory. In Sections 3 and 4 we present a
brief introduction. Special attention will be paid to Rees algebras enriched with the action of
differential operators. We will see how these objects provide a suitable framework to define our
invariants. In Section 5 we discuss transformations of Rees algebras, and Hironaka’s notion of
weak equivalence. The least number of variables needed to express the initial form of a hyper-
surface at a singular point is a central invariant in the theory. In fact, these are the variables that
can be eliminated from the problem. This is what we call the τ -invariant and its study, addressed
in Section 6, will play a central role in the construction of our stratifying function.
Part 3 is dedicated to presenting elimination algebras and to reviewing some of their proper-
ties: Section 7 contains a detailed study of universal elimination algebras, and the specialization
to usual elimination algebras via change of base rings. In Section 8 we study conditions in which
elimination can be defined, with special attention to the fact that these conditions are open.
Part 4 contains the main results: in Section 9 we study the behavior of elimination algebras
under monoidal transformations; Main Theorem 10.1 is stated in Section 10, and the proof is
given in Section 11. Theorem 10.1 makes it possible to construct the upper semi-continuous
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that results from this function.
Finally in Part 3 we explain how to use our results to reach the monomial case. We refer to
[32] for full details.
Part 1. Algorithmic resolution of singularities over fields of characteristic zero
Here we briefly present the main ideas underlying the algorithmic resolution of singularities in
characteristic zero. This is done here, as in [29] and [30], in terms of pairs and basic objects. We
conclude this first part with an example to illustrate how the algorithm works (cf. Example 1.3).
For more details we refer the reader to the introductory presentation in [12].
We will show how the language of Rees algebras, which is required for this new approach in
arbitrary characteristic, parallels the one of pairs (see 3.10, 10.3 and 10.4).
1. The language of pairs and basic objects
Pairs provide a suitable language to formulate resolution problems. However, once we start the
process of resolution, exceptional divisors appear, and we need to keep track on this information
too. The information provided by pairs and the ambient space where they are defined, as well as
the set of exceptional divisors that the resolution process produces, are codified in terms of basic
objects.
Suppose that X is a hypersurface embedded in some smooth d-dimensional space V . If our
goal is to resolve the singularities of X, then we will start by paying attention to the worst
singularities of X, namely, those points where the multiplicity of X is the highest, say b. We
will see that the natural pair associated to this closed set is (I(X), b). If there are no exceptional
divisors to take care of, the basic object we will be interested in is (V , (I(X), b), {∅}).
1.1. Pairs
A pair (J, b) on a smooth scheme V is defined by a non-zero sheaf of ideals J ⊂ OV and a
positive integer b. The singular locus of a pair (J, b) consists of the set of points in V where J
has order at least b, i.e.,
Sing(J, b) := {x ∈ V ∣∣ νx(J ) b},
where νx denotes the order function at the local regular ring OV,x . The set Sing(J, b) is closed
in V .
As indicated above, it is typical to take J as the sheaf of ideals defining a hypersurface X ⊂ V ,
and b as the maximum of the multiplicities at points of X.
Hironaka defines the function:
ord(J,b) : Sing(J, b)→ Q1
x → ord(J,b)(x)= νx(J )
b
. (2)
If J is the defining ideal of a hypersurface X ⊂ V as before, we can think that the worst
singularities of X are located at the points where Hironaka’s function is maximum. Thus, our
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at smooth centers in an effort to improve the singularities of the strict transform of X.
1.2. Basic objects and resolution
Since our resolution problem has been codified in terms of pairs, the next step is to understand
how pairs transform under blow-ups. Given a pair (J, b), a smooth closed subscheme Y ⊂ V
is said to be permissible if Y ⊂ Sing(J, b). If V π← V1 ⊃ H = π−1(Y ) denotes the monoidal
transformation at a permissible center Y then the total transform of J in OV1 , JOV1 , can be
expressed as a product,
JOV1 = I (H)bJ1
for a uniquely defined J1 in OV1 . The new couple (J1, b) is called the transform of (J, b), say:
V
π← V1
(J, b) (J1, b).
(3)
Observe that, in general, J1 is strictly contained in the weak transform of J in OV1 . We refer to
Example 1.5 below for the motivation of this definition.
However, some geometric conditions have to be imposed in order to define a sequence of
transformations of a pair. Every monoidal transformation introduces an exceptional divisor and
we require that these divisors have normal crossings. To keep track of this additional information
we define a couple (V ,E) to be a smooth scheme V together with a set of smooth hypersurfaces
E = {H1, . . . ,Hr} so that their union has normal crossings. If Y is closed and smooth in V ,
and has normal crossings with E (i.e., with the union of hypersurfaces of E), then we define a
transform of the couple, say
(V ,E)← (V1,E1),
where V ← V1 is the blow-up at Y ; and E1 = {H1, . . . ,Hr ,Hr+1}, where Hr+1 is the exceptional
locus, and each Hi denotes again the strict transform of Hi in V1, for 1 i  r .
We finally define a basic object to be a couple (V ,E = {H1, . . . ,Hr}) together with a pair





With this notation, J comes with a factorization J = I(H1)α1 · · ·I(Hr)αr J for suitable
α1, . . . , αr ∈ N, and J ⊂ OV . We say that (V , (J, b),E) is a d-dimensional basic object if the
dimension of V is d . If a smooth center Y defines a transformation of (V ,E), and in addition
Y ⊂ Sing(J, b), then a transform of the couple (J, b), say (J1, b), is defined as above. In this
case we say that
(
V, (J, b),E
)← (V1, (J1, b),E1)
is a transformation of the basic object. So we will ask permissible centers to satisfy this normal
crossings condition.
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(
V, (J, b),E
)← (V1, (J1, b),E1)← ·· · ← (Vs, (Js, b),Es); (4)
and such sequence is said to be a resolution of the basic object if Sing(Js, b)= ∅.
Example 1.3. A resolution of (V , (J, b),E) = (V , (I(X), b), {∅}), with b the maximum multi-
plicity of a hypersurface X, lowers the maximum multiplicity of the strict transform of X in Vs .
Example 1.4. The monomial case. Let (V , (J, b),E) be a basic object with E = {H1, . . . ,Hl}.
Notice that if J = I(H1)a1 · · ·I(Hl)al with ai ∈ N for i = 1, . . . , l, then it is relatively easy to
find a resolution of (V , (J, b),E), which can be achieved using a combinatorial argument.
Example 1.5. Consider the surface in three-dimensional affine space, X := {z2 + (x2 −
y3)2 = 0} ⊂ A3k . Since its maximum order is 2, we will want to resolve the basic object
(A3k, (I(X),2),E(3) = {∅}).
Notice that Sing((I(X),2)) is contained in the smooth surface Z := {z = 0}  A2, and that
there, we can describe it as the singular locus of the pair (〈(x2 − y3)2〉,2)= (J,2).
Consider the blow-up at the origin of A3k , π :V (3) → A3k and denote the exceptional divisor
by H . This also induces a blow-up π :V (2) → A2k with exceptional divisor H .
The strict transform of X, X1 ⊂ V (3)1 , still has points of order 2, and moreover
Sing
(I(X1),2)⊂ Z1,
where Z1 ⊂ V (3)1 is the strict transform of Z. A quick computation shows that this set is
Sing(I(H)−2JOV (2) ,2) = (J1,2). Notice that J1 is strictly contained in the weak transform
of J in V (3)1 , but from the way it is defined there is a commutative diagram of restriction and
transformations of basic objects:
(A3k, (I(X),2),E(3) = {∅}) (V (3), (I(X1),2),E(3) = {H })
(Z, (〈(x2 − y3)2〉,2),E(2) = {∅}) (V (2), (I(H)−2JOV (2) ,2),E(2) = {H }).
With this law of transformation of pairs, it follows that a resolution of the two-dimensional basic
object induces a resolution of the original in three-dimensional space. This is used to show that
resolution of basic objects is obtained by induction on the dimension.
2. Algorithmic resolution of basic objects
Given a basic object (V , (J, b),E), algorithms for resolving singularities provide a resolution
as in (4), where the choice of the centers of the monoidal transformations is given by the “worst
stratum” which is defined by a suitable upper semi-continuous function.
We distinguish two steps in algorithmic resolution:
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mations is defined to simplify the structure of the basic object.
• Step B. Treatment of the monomial case. This step involves the resolution of a basic object
that is supposed to be within the monomial case.
Step A is accomplished by both defining a suitable upper semi-continuous function con-
structed from the so-called satellite functions, and using an inductive argument. In Step B the
monomial case is treated using an upper semi-continuous function of combinatorial nature.
In the following paragraphs we sketch how to accomplish Step A; see [12] for more details
on this matter and a treatment of Step B.
Step A. Satellite functions
Let V be a d-dimensional smooth scheme and consider a sequence of transformations of basic
objects which is not necessarily a resolution,
(
V0, (J0, b),E0
)= (V, (J, b),E)← (V1, (J1, b),E1)← ·· · ← (Vs, (Js, b),Es). (5)
Let {Hr+1, . . . ,Hr+s}(⊂ Es) denote the exceptional (irreducible) hypersurfaces introduced by
the sequence of blow-ups. Satellite functions are upper semi-continuous functions defined at
each step of a sequence like (5), that derive from Hironaka’s order function. For their definition
it is used the history of the sequence (see 2.1 and 2.2).
2.1. The first satellite function
Given a sequence like (5) above, there is a well defined factorization of the sheaf of ideals
Js ⊂ OVs :
Js = I (Hr+1)bs,r+1I (Hr+2)bs,r+2 · · · I (Hr+s)bs,r+s · J s (6)
such that J s does not vanish along Hr+i for 0 i  s.
Define w-ord(d)(Js ,b) (or simply w-ord
(d)
s ):
w-ord(d)s : Sing(Js, b)→ Q




where νx(J s) denotes the order of J s at OVs,x . This function has the following properties:
(1) It is upper semi-continuous. In particular the set of points where it reaches its maximum
value, max w-ord(d)s , is closed. This set is denoted by Max w-ord(d)s .
(2) For any index i  s, there is an expression
Ji = I (Hr+1)bi,r+1 · · · I (Hr+i )bi,r+i · J i,
and hence the function w-ord(d) : Sing(Ji, b)→ Q can also be defined.i
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is defined with center Yi ⊂ Max w-ord(d)i , then
max w-ord(d) max w-ord(d)1  · · ·max w-ord(d)s . (8)
Observe that at the beginning of a resolution process w-ord(d)0 : Sing(J0, b) → Q is the same
as ord(J0,b) : Sing(J0, b) → Q in (2). For i > 0, the functions w-ord(d)i : Sing(Ji, b) → Q are
defined on the weak transform of the ideal Ji−1 in Vi , and therefore for indices i  1 they differ
from Hironaka’s order function, although they strongly depend on it. That is why they are called
satellite functions of the function introduced in (2). They represent small variations of the original
function, and satisfy the inequalities stated in (8).
Observe that max w-ord(d)s = 0 when
Js = I (Hr+1)bs,r+1I (Hr+2)bs,r+2 · · · I (Hr+s)bs,r+s , (9)
i.e., when J s = OVs in (6); in this case we say that (Vs, (Js, b),Es) is in the monomial case.
In the monomial case it is easy to enlarge sequence (5) to obtain a resolution. Therefore the
functions w-ord(d)i : Sing(Ji, b) → Q measure how far Ji is from being locally monomial and
supported by the exceptional locus.
2.2. The second satellite functions
Consider a sequence of permissible transformations of d-dimensional basic objects,
(
V, (J, b),E
)← (V1, (J1, b),E1)← ·· · ← (Vs, (Js, b),Es), (10)
with
max w-ord(d) max w-ord(d)1  · · ·max w-ord(d)s .
Then if max w-ord(d)s > 0, the function t (d)s is defined in the following way: let s0  s be the
smallest index such that
max w-ord(d) max w-ord(d)1  · · ·max w-ord(d)s0 = max w-ord(d)s0+1 = · · · = max w-ord(d)s ,
and set
Es =E+s unionsqE−s
where E−s are the strict transforms of the hypersurfaces in Es0 . Then we can define:
t (d)s : Sing(Js, b)→ Q × N
x → (w-ord(d)s (x), n(d)s (x)) (11)
where
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{
Hi ∈E−s : x ∈Hi
}
and Q × N is lexicographically ordered. The function t (d)s is upper semi-continuous, and it is
designed to ensure the normal crossings condition of the permissible centers with the smooth
hypersurfaces in Es .
Remark 2.3. Given a sequence of permissible transformations of basic objects, notice that the
functions t (d)i depend on Hironaka’s order function (see (2) in 1.1), which is why they are called
satellite functions.
Step A. Induction and maximal contact
In general satellite functions are too coarse to provide, just by themselves, an upper semi-
continuous function that leads to resolution, or to the monomial case. For instance, it can be easily
seen that for (A3k, (〈z2 + (x2 −y3)2〉,2),E(3) = {∅}) the maximum of t (3) is not smooth so it does
not define a permissible center. Induction is thus used to solve this problem: the information
provided by the satellite functions is refined using an inductive argument as explained in the next
paragraphs.
2.4. Simple basic objects and induction
Let V be a smooth scheme. A pair (J, b) is said to be simple if ord(J,b) : Sing(J, b) → Q is
the constant function 1; namely when the order of J is exactly b at the local ring OV,x for any
x ∈ Sing(J, b). A basic object (V , (J, b),E) is said to be a simple basic object when (J, b) is
simple.
In the case of characteristic zero, the resolution of simple basic objects can be defined if
we assume, by induction, the resolution of basic objects on lower-dimensional ambient spaces,
which is guaranteed by the notion of maximal contact: a d-dimensional simple basic object
(V (d), (J, b),E(d)) can be restricted, locally, to a smooth hypersurface, defining a (d − 1)-
dimensional basic object on this smooth lower-dimensional space, (V (d−1), (J ′, b′),E(d−1)).
Furthermore, the link between the original basic object and the restricted one is sufficiently strong
so that a resolution of the latter induces a resolution of the former, since there are commutative
diagrams of transformations and restrictions:
(V (d), (J, b),E(d)) (V
(d)
1 , (J1, b),E
(d)
1 ) · · · (V (d)s , (Js, b),E(d)s )
· · ·
(V (d−1), (J ′, b′),E(d−1)) (V (d−1)1 , (J ′1, b′),E
(d−1)
1 ) · · · (V (d−1)s , (J ′s , b′),E(d−1)s ).
In other words, simple basic objects can be resolved by induction: a resolution of simple
basic objects in lower dimension can also be defined in terms of satellite functions leading to the
reduction to the monomial case (and resolution in the monomial case) in the lower dimension.
2.5. The non-simple case
The previous discussion shows how induction comes in when dealing with simple basic
objects, but only when dealing with simple basic objects. Even this form of induction will
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basic object (A3k, (〈z2 + (x2 − y3)2〉,2),E(3) = {∅}) can be obtained by finding a resolu-
tion of the two-dimensional basic object (A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)2〉,2),E(2) = {∅}) or equivalently of
(A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)〉,1),E(2) = {∅}), but the latter is not simple. Notice that Sing(〈(x2 − y3)〉,1) is
not contained in a smooth one-dimensional scheme. However, there is a two-dimensional simple
basic object naturally attached to it: (A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)〉,2),E(2) = {∅}). Observe that
Sing
(〈(
x2 − y3)〉,2)= Max w-ord(2)(〈(x2 − y3)〉,1),
and that:
(i) A resolution of (A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)〉,2),E(2) = {∅}) induces a lowering of the maximum
w-ord(2) of (A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)〉,1),E(2) = {∅});
(ii) Since (A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)〉,2),E(2) = {∅}) is simple, a resolution can be found by means of an
inductive argument.
So, one property of the first satellite function is that it is naturally attached to a simple basic
object: given a non-necessarily simple basic object, (V (d), (J, b),E(d)), there is a simple basic
object attached to it, (V (d), (J˜ , b˜),E(d)) such that
Sing(J˜ , b˜)= Max w-ord(d)(J, b)
and so that a resolution of (V (d), (J˜ , b˜),E(d)) induces a sequence of permissible transfor-
mations of (V (d), (J, b),E(d)) henceforth lowering max w-ord(d)(J, b). As a consequence, by
successively resolving the simple basic objects attached to the functions w-ord(d)i we produce a
sequence where
max w-ord(d) max w-ord(d)1  · · ·max w-ord(d)s = 0;
which implies that Js is monomial.
2.6. Step A. Technical problems
There are three main sub-steps in Step A: the local restriction to hypersurfaces of maximal
contact, commutative diagrams of restrictions and blow-ups, and the association of simple basic
objects to non-simple basic objects.
• Maximal contact. For a fixed simple basic object there may be different choices of hypersur-
faces of maximal contact. However it can be shown that they all lead to the same resolution.
This result is the main outcome of the so-called Hironaka’s trick; an alternative and enlight-
ening proof of this result is given by J. Włodarczyk (see [34]).
• Commutative diagrams of restrictions and permissible transformations. Step A is accom-
plished by an inductive argument; for this argument to hold it is necessary that restrictions
and permissible transformations commute as indicated in 2.4.
• Association of simple basic objects to non-simple basic objects. For a fixed basic object
there may be different choices of simple basic objects that can be associated to it. It can
be shown that all different choices lead to the same resolution.
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Given a basic object (V , (J, b),E), an upper semi-continuous function is defined by means
of the satellite functions in dimension d and lower dimensions: if x ∈ Sing(J, b), then the upper
continuous-function associates to it a set of values t (d−j) where j = 0, . . . , r for some r < d , each
of them identifying x with its image under successive restrictions to hypersurfaces of maximal
contact, and being interpreted as contained in the singular locus of some lower-dimensional basic
object. Then a resolution (or the monomial case) is obtained by blowing up the centers defined
by these functions.
Example 2.8. To find a resolution of singularities of X := {z2 + (x2 − y3)2 = 0} ⊂ A3k , we start
by finding a resolution of the basic object (A3k, (I(X),2),E(3) = {∅}). Since
Sing
(I(X),2)= {z = 0, x2 − y3 = 0}= C,
we can take {z = 0}  A2k as a hypersurface of maximal contact, and we associate to the original




x2 − y3)2〉,2),E(2) = {∅}).
Since this basic object is not simple, we attach to Max w-ord(2) a simple basic object (s.b.o.),
(A2k, (〈x2 − y3〉,2), {∅}), and then find another hypersurface of maximal contact, {x = 0}  A1k ,
and a one-dimensional basic object:
(A3k, (〈z2 + (x2 − y3)2〉,2), {∅})
Restriction
(A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)2〉,2), {∅})
s.b.o.





The information can be interpreted in the following way:
– A resolution of (A3k, (〈z2 + (x2 − y3)2〉,2), {∅}) can be found by finding a resolution of
(A2k, (〈(x2 − y3)2〉,2), {∅}).
– Lowering the maximum order of 〈(x2 − y3)2〉 in A2k (reached at (0,0)) is equivalent to
finding a resolution of (A2k, (〈x2 − y3〉,2), {∅}).
– A resolution of (A2k, (〈x2 − y3〉,2), {∅}) can be found by resolving (A1k, (〈y3〉,2), {∅}).
– The maximum order of 〈y3〉 in A1k is forced to drop by resolving (A1k, (〈y3〉,3), {∅}).
By collecting the information provided by the order function in different dimensions, the
following upper semi-continuous function is defined:
ΓX(p)=
{
((1,0), (2,0), ( 32 ,0)) if p = (0,0,0),
((1,0), (1,0), (∞,0)) if p ∈ C \ (0,0,0).
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the ∞-coordinate is attached to the points that are contained in a component of co-dimension
one of the singular locus of a simple basic object: it can be shown that these components are
always smooth, and therefore natural centers where to blow-up.
After a blow-up at the origin, the maximum of the w-order in the second level, max w-ord(2)1 ,
has dropped, so the function n(2)1 plays a role in counting old exceptional divisors. The sequence
defined by the algorithm takes the following form:
Starting point: three-dimensional basic object
Couples: (A3k, {∅}) (V (3)1 , {H1}) (V (3)2 , {H1,H2})
Pairs: (〈z2 + (x2 − y3)2〉,2) (〈z21 + y21(x21 − y1)2〉,2) (〈z22 + y22x22(1 − y2)2〉,2)
Restricting: two-dimensional basic object
Couples: (A2k, {∅}) (V (2)1 , {H 1}) (V (2)2 , {H 1,H 2})
Pairs: (〈(x2 − y3)2〉,2) (〈y21(x21 − y1)2〉,2) (〈y22x22(1 − y2)2〉,2).
After two permissible transformations Step A of resolution has been accomplished since
we have reached the monomial case in dimension 2. Notice that a resolution of (A2k, (x2 −
y3)2,E(2) = {∅}) induces a resolution of the original three-dimensional basic object.
2.9. About this paper
The purpose of this paper is to show that Step A of the resolution process is characteristic free,
i.e., this part of the algorithmic resolution can be performed in any characteristic if we replace the
restriction to hypersurfaces of maximal contact with a different form of induction that requires
projections. This new approach is formulated in terms of Rees algebras instead of pairs. There
is a dictionary that translates between pairs and Rees algebras (see 3.10, 10.3 and 10.4). Their
role in resolution problems will be explained in Section 10. When translating the algorithmic
resolution to this new setting we encounter the corresponding technical problems as described
in 2.6:
• Projections to smooth schemes. For a fixed simple Rees algebra there may be numerous suit-
able projections. In Main Theorem 10.1 we show that the w-ord-functions defined after
projecting are independent of the choice of the projections. This leads to Definition 10.2,
and, consequently, satellite functions can also be defined in our context.
• Commutative diagrams of projections and permissible transformations. This is addressed in
Section 9.
• Association of simple Rees algebras to non-simple Rees algebras. For a fixed Rees algebra
there may be different choices of simple Rees algebras that can be associated to it. In Sec-
tion 12 we show that all of the different choices lead to the same invariants.
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in positive characteristic, meaning that the monomial case arises in some lower dimension via
induction (cf. [32]).
Part 2. Rees algebras
3. Rees algebras
We begin by introducing Rees algebras in the context in which they will be used throughout
this paper. Special attention should be paid to Example 3.7 where Rees algebras are studied in
the typical situations that we are interested in.
Definition 3.1. Let B be a Noetherian ring, and let {In}n0 be a sequence of ideals in B satisfying
the following conditions:
(i) I0 = B;
(ii) Ik · Il ⊂ Ik+l .
Then the graded subring G = ⊕n0 InWn of the polynomial ring B[W ] is said to be a Rees
algebra if it is a finitely generated B-algebra.
Remark 3.2. A Rees algebra can be described by giving a finite set of generators
{
fn1W
n1, . . . , fnsW
ns
}
with fni ∈ B for i = 1, . . . , s. An element g ∈ In will be of the form g = Fn(fn1 , . . . , fns ) for
some weighted homogeneous polynomial in s-variables Fn(Y1, . . . , Ys) where Yi has weight ni
for i = 1, . . . , s.
Example 3.3. A canonical example of a Rees algebra is the Rees ring of an ideal: fix an
ideal J ⊂ B , and let G = ⊕n J nWn. In fact, a Rees algebra is not very far away from be-
ing the Rees ring of an ideal in a sense that we make precise in the following lines. Let
G =⊕n0 InWn ⊂ B[W ] be the Rees algebra generated by {fn1Wn1, . . . , fnsWs} with fi ∈ B ,









is a finite extension of Rees algebras (cf. [33, 2.3]). So, up to integral closure, a Rees algebra can
be thought of as the Rees ring of a suitable ideal (see [31]).
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mark 2.2(2)]), and has the additional property that I ′k ⊃ I ′s if s  k. So, up to integral closure it
can always be assumed that a Rees algebra fulfills this condition.
3.5. Rees algebras on schemes
Let V be a scheme and let {In}n0 be a sequence of sheaves of ideals in OV with I0 = OV
and such that Ik · Il ⊂ Ik+l for all non-negative integers k, l. The graded subsheaf of algebras
G =⊕n0 InWn of OV [W ] is said to be a sheaf of Rees algebras if there is an affine open cover
{Ui} of V , such that G(Ui)⊂ OV (Ui)[W ] is a Rees OV (Ui)-algebra per Definition 3.1.
3.6. The singular locus of a Rees algebra
Let V be a non-singular scheme and let G =⊕n InWn be a sheaf of Rees algebras. Let νx(J )
denote the order of an ideal J in the regular local ring OV,x . The singular locus of G, denoted by






x ∈ V : νx(In) n, for all n ∈ Z0
}
.
Example 3.7. Let 〈f 〉 ⊂ OV be the ideal of an affine hypersurface H in an affine smooth
scheme V . Also let b be a non-negative integer, and let G be the Rees algebra generated by
f in degree b. Then Sing G is the closed set of points of multiplicity at least b of H (this may be
empty). The same holds if J ⊂ OV is a sheaf of ideals, b is a non-negative integer and G is the
Rees algebra generated by J in degree b: then the singular locus of G consists of the points of V
where the order of J is at least b (which may be empty).
3.8. Singular locus and integral closure
The singular locus of a Rees algebra is defined up to integral closure. In other words: If
G1,G2 ⊂ OV [W ] have the same integral closure in OV [W ], then Sing G1 = Sing G2 (see [33,
Proposition 4.4 (1)]).
3.9. The order of a Rees algebra at a point
(See [13, 6.3].) Let x ∈ Sing G =⊕n0 InWn, and let fWn ∈ InWn. Then set
ordx(f )= νx(f )
n
∈ Q,
where νx(f ) denotes the order of f in the regular local ring OV,x . Notice that ordx(f ) 1 since
x ∈ Sing G. Now define
ordx G = inf
{
ordx(f ): fWn ∈ InWn, n 1
}
.
If G is generated by {fn Wn1 , . . . , fnmWnm} then1
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{
ordx(fni ): i = 1, . . . ,m
}
,
and therefore, if x ∈ Sing G then ordx G is a rational number that is greater or equal to one.
Furthermore if N is a common multiple of all ni , then
ordx G = νx(IN)
N
.
If G1,G2 ⊂ OV [W ] have the same integral closure, then ordx G1 = ordx G2 at any point x ∈
Sing G1 = Sing G2 (cf. [13, Proposition 6.4]).
3.10. Rees algebras vs. pairs
The notion of Rees algebra is essentially equivalent to Hironaka’s notion of pair (see [21]).






which is a graded subalgebra in OV [W ]. It turns out that every Rees algebra over V is a finite
extension of G(J,b) for a suitable pair (J, b) (see [32, Proposition 2.9] for details).
Observe that for G(J,b) = OV [J bWb] there is an equality of closed sets
Sing(G(J,b))= Sing(J, b),
and also of functions
ordG(J,b) = ord(J,b),
where the left-hand side is that defined in 3.9.
Henceforth, up to integral closure, any Rees algebra is equivalent to a pair, and a resolution of
the latter is equivalent to a resolution of the former (see 10.3 and 10.4, and [14]).
4. Differential Rees algebras
As indicated in the previous section (see Example 3.7) we are particularly interested in the
multiplicity of embedded hypersurfaces. For this purpose, we will use a class of Rees algebras
that are, in a sense, compatible with differential operators. This point will be clarified in 4.3.
Let V be a smooth scheme over a field k. Then, for any non-negative integer s, the sheaf of
k-differential operators of order s, Diff sk , is a coherent sheaf locally free over V . If s = 0, the
sheaf Diff 0k can be naturally identified with OV and for each s  0 there are natural inclusions
Diff sk ⊂ Diff s+1k .
Definition 4.1. A Rees algebra G =⊕n InWn is said to be a differential algebra, or a differential
algebra relative to k if the following conditions hold:
(i) For all non-negative integers n there is an inclusion In ⊃ In+1.
(ii) There is an affine open covering of V , {Ui}, such that for any D ∈ Diff rk(Ui) and any h ∈
In(Ui) we have that D(h) ∈ In−r (Ui) provided that n r .
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Let G be a Rees algebra on a smooth scheme V over a field k. There is a natural way to
construct a differential algebra containing G with the property of being the smallest differential
algebra containing it (see [33, Theorem 3.4]). This Rees algebra will be denoted by Diff(G). In
particular if G is locally generated on an affine open set U by {fn1Wn1, . . . , fnsWs}, then in [31]
it is shown that Diff(G(U)) is generated by
{
D(fni )W
n′i−r : D ∈ Diff rk, 0 r < n′i  ni, i = 1, . . . , s
}
.
4.3. Differential algebras and singular locus
On a smooth scheme V , of finite type over a field k, the sheaves of differentials Diff rk for
different values of r allow us to study the order of a sheaf of ideals. Similarly, differential algebras
are the right structures for studying the singular locus of a Rees algebra. More precisely, given a






Diff r−1k (Ir )
)
(see [33, Definition 4.2]). This definition coincides with the one given in Definition 3.6 (see [33,
Proposition 4.4]). In fact if Diff(G) is the differential algebra generated by a Rees algebra G then
Sing G = SingDiff(G);
also if x ∈ Sing G = SingDiff(G) then
ordx G = ordx Diff(G)
(cf. [13, Proposition 6.4]). Furthermore, if G is a differential algebra, then Sing G = V (Ir ) for
any positive integer r (see [33, Proposition 4.4]).
4.4. Differential algebras and integral closure
In many problems concerning resolution of singularities it is natural to consider ideals up to
integral closure. For instance two ideals with the same integral closure have the same embedded
principalizations (Log-resolutions). In the use of differential algebras as a tool to understand
singularities, we need to consider algebras up to integral closure, so we need to understand how
integral closure relates to differential algebras. This issue is treated in [33, Section 6] where it is
proven that if G1 ⊂ G2 is a finite extension of differential algebras on a smooth scheme V over a
field k, then Diff(G1)⊂ Diff(G2) is also a finite extension. In other words, if G1 is equal to G2 up
to integral closure, then so are Diff(G1) and Diff(G2).
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4.5. Let φ :V (d) → V (e) be a smooth morphism of smooth schemes of dimensions d and e
respectively. Then, for any non-negative integer s, the sheaf of relative differential operators of
order s, Diff s(V (d)/V (e)), is locally free over V (d).
Definition 4.6. Let φ :V (d) → V (e) be a smooth morphism of smooth schemes of dimensions d
and e respectively. A Rees algebra G =⊕n InWn ⊂ OV (d)[W ] is said to be a φ-relative differen-
tial algebra or simply a φ-differential algebra if:
(i) For all non-negative integers n there is an inclusion In ⊃ In+1.
(ii) There is an affine open covering {Ui} of V (d) such that for any D ∈ Diff s(V (d)/V (e))(Ui)
and any h ∈ In(Ui) we have that D(h) ∈ In−s(Ui) provided that n s.
Relative differential algebras will play a central role in our arguments due to their relation to
a form of elimination that we shall discuss in the next sections. The case of relative dimension
one, V (d) → V (d−1), is of particular interest.
5. Rees algebras, permissible transformations and weak equivalence
In the previous section we attached to a Rees algebra a closed set, its singular locus, and a
function along this closed set. We indicated that both, the closed set and the function, are the
same for two algebras with the same integral closure. In our study of resolution we consider
Rees algebras up to integral closure, and all the invariants we consider coincide for algebras with
the same integral closure.
The purpose of this section is to introduce the concept of weak equivalence; two Rees algebras
with the same integral closure will be weakly equivalent. To this end, we consider three kinds
of transformations of Rees algebras: monoidal transformations, restrictions to open sets, and
products of smooth schemes with affine spaces. These will be used to define the equivalence
relation. If two Rees algebras are equivalent according to this relation, then they will have the
same resolution (this concept will be defined in the next sections). In fact, within an equivalence
class of Rees algebras there is a natural procedure to choose one up to integral closure (see
Theorem 5.8). This equivalence relation will play a role in Section 12.
5.1. Monoidal transformations
Let G =⊕n JnWn ⊂ OV [W ] be a Rees algebra. A monoidal transformation with center Y ⊂
V , V ← V ′, is said to be permissible if Y ⊂ Sing G is a smooth closed subscheme. If H ⊂ V ′ is
the exceptional divisor, then for each n ∈ N,
JnOV ′ = I(H)nJ ′n
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a permissible monoidal transformation.
Proposition 5.2. (See [13, Proposition 1.6].) Let G =⊕n JnWn be a Rees algebra on a smooth
scheme V over a field k, and let V ← V ′ be a permissible transformation. If G is generated
by {gn1Wn1, . . . , gnsWns } then G′ is generated by {g′n1Wn1 , . . . , g′nsWns }, where g′ni denotes the
weak transform of gni for i = 1, . . . , s.
5.3. Integral closure, differential operators and weak transforms
(See [13, 4.1].) Let G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ G3 be an inclusion of Rees algebras, such that G3 is the dif-
ferential algebra spanned by G1, and let V ← V ′ be a permissible monoidal transformation with
center Y ⊂ Sing G1. Then:
(i) There is an inclusion of weak transforms
G′1 ⊂ G′2 ⊂ G′3.
(ii) The three algebras G′1 ⊂ G′2 ⊂ G′3 span the same differential algebra.
(iii) If G1 ⊂ G2 is a finite extension, then G′1 ⊂ G′2 is a finite extension as well.
A notion of equivalence for Rees algebras
5.4. If G =⊕ IkWk is a differential OV -algebra and V ′′ → V is a smooth morphism, then
the natural extension G′′ =⊕ IkOV ′′Wk is also a differential algebra (cf. [33, Proposition 5.1]).
Moreover, if φ :T → V is a morphism of smooth schemes then φ∗(G) is a differential algebra on
T and Singφ∗(G)= φ−1(Sing G) (cf. [33, Theorem 5.4]).
There are two types of smooth morphisms that we are specially interested in:
(i) If U ⊂ V is an open subset, then the restriction of G to U is a Rees algebra, and if G is a
differential algebra, so is its restriction.
(ii) If φ :T = V ×Ak → V is the projection, then the pull back φ∗G is a Rees algebra. Moreover,
if G is a differential algebra, then so is φ∗G.
Definition 5.5. Let G be a Rees algebra. A morphism V ′ → V is a permissible transformation if
it is either a permissible monoidal transformation as in Definition 5.1, or a smooth morphism as
described in 5.4(i) or (ii).
We shall consider a smooth scheme V together with a set E of smooth hypersurfaces having
normal crossings, so we present our data as (V ,G,E), which we call a basic object; and we
express a transformation as:
(V ,G,E) φ← (U,GU ,EU) (13)
which we call a pull-back, which essentially is, as above, a restriction to an open set or a restric-
tion followed by multiplication by an affine space.
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(V ,G,E)← (V ′1,G1,E1)← ·· · ← (V ′s ,Gs ,Es), (14)
where (V ,G,E)← (V ′1,G1,E1), and each (V ′i ,Gi ,Ei)← (V ′i+1,Gi+1,Ei+1), is a pull-back, or a
pull-back followed by a permissible monoidal transformation defined with a center Yi ⊂ Sing(Gi )
having normal crossings with the hypersurfaces in Ei . In this last case Ei+1 consists of the strict
transforms of the hypersurfaces in Ei together with the exceptional hypersurface introduced by
the monoidal transformation.
Definition 5.7. Two Rees algebras Gi , i = 1,2, or two basic objects (V ,Gi ,E), i = 1,2, are said
to be weakly equivalent if: Sing(G1)= Sing(G2), and if any local sequence of transformations of
one of them, say,
(
V ′,Gi ,E′
)← (V ′1,Gi,1,E′1)← ·· · ← (V ′s ,Gi,s ,Es),
defines a local sequence of transformation of the other, and Sing(G1,j ) = Sing(G2,j ) for
0 j  s.
The following theorem is derived from the cited result of Hironaka. This fact, and many
applications of it, are studied in [14].
Theorem 5.8. (See [23, p. 119], [22].) If G1 and G2 have the same integral closure then they
are weakly equivalent. If Diff(G) is the differential algebra generated by G in 4.2, then G and
Diff(G) are weakly equivalent. Moreover G1 and G2 are weakly equivalent if and only if Diff(G1)
and Diff(G2) have the same integral closure.
Theorem 5.9. (See [23, p. 101], [22].) If G1 and G2 are weakly equivalent, then ordx G1 = ordx G2
for each x ∈ Sing G1 = Sing G2.
6. Simple points and tangent cones
Let G =⊕n0 InWn be a Rees algebra on a d-dimensional smooth scheme V over a field k.
We present here the notion of τ -invariant at a singular point x ∈ Sing G, together with a subspace
of co-dimension τ in the tangent space of the point. Despite the fact that this invariant is defined
at the tangent space of the point, it provides local information on the singularity: τ is a bound
on the local co-dimension of the singular locus (see Theorem 6.5), and it is also the number of
variables which are to be “eliminated”, via elimination algebras, as we shall see in the following
sections (see 8.11).
Definition 6.1. A point x ∈ Sing G is simple if for some k  1 the order of Ik in x, νx(Ik), is k,
(i.e., if ordx G = 1).
Simple points play a central role in elimination theory (see Section 8).
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(See [31, 4.2].) Let x ∈ Sing G be a closed point. Consider the graded algebra associated to
the closed point’s maximal ideal mx , Grmx (OV,x), which is isomorphic to a polynomial ring
in d-variables. This is the coordinate ring associated to the tangent space of V at x, namely
Spec(Grmx (OV,x)) = TV,x . The initial ideal or tangent ideal of G at x, Inx(G), is the ideal of
Grmx (OV,x) generated by the elements Inx(In) for all n 1. Observe that Inx(G) is zero unless
ordx G = 1. The zero set of the tangent ideal in Spec(Grmx (OV,x)) is the tangent cone of G
at x, CG,x .
Tangent ideals have the following properties:
(i) The tangent ideal Inx G is zero unless x ∈ Sing G is a simple point.
(ii) If G is a differential algebra and if k′ (the residue field at x) is a field of characteristic zero,
then Inx G is generated by linear forms. If k′ is a field of positive characteristic p, then there
is a sequence e0 < e1 < · · ·< er in Z 0, and Inx G is generated by elements of the form
l1, . . . , ls0, ls0+1, . . . , ls1, . . . , lsr−1, . . . , lsr (15)
where l1, . . . , ls0 is a linear combination of powers Z
pe0
i ; if t  0,
lst+1, . . . , lst+1
is a linear combination of powers Zp
et
i , and we require that sr homogeneous elements in
(15) form a regular sequence at Grmx (OV,x).
So 〈l1, . . . , lsr 〉 define a subscheme of co-dimension sr in TV,x . If k′ is a perfect field the
radical of this ideal is spanned by linear forms, defining a subspace of co-dimension sr
in TV,x .
The integer sr is said to be the τ -invariant of the singularity and we will denote it by τG,x .
If pe0 is the smallest power of p in (15) then the order of In in OV,x is n if and only if n is
a multiple of pe0 .
From the algebraic point of view, τG,x indicates the minimum number of variables needed
to describe Inx G. From the geometric point of view, τG,x is the co-dimension of the largest
linear subspace LG,x ⊂ CG,x such that u+ v ∈ CG,x for all u ∈ CG,x and all v ∈ LG,x .
(iii) If G is a differential algebra then:
LG,x = CG,x .
(iv) For any Rees algebra G, the inclusion G ⊂ Diff(G) defines an inclusion CDiff(G),x ⊂ CG,x ,
and:
CDiff(G),x = LG,x .
(v) If Y ⊂ Sing G is a permissible center, then TY,x ⊂ TV,x , is a linear subspace, and further-
more TY,x ⊂ LG,x for all x ∈ Y ⊂ Sing G. In particular τG,x bounds the local co-dimension
of the regular scheme Y in V , i.e., co-dimxY  τG,x .
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Theorem 6.3. If G1 and G2 are weakly equivalent, then for each x ∈ Sing G1 = Sing G2 there is
an equality between their τ -invariants, i.e., τG1,x = τG2,x .
Definition 6.4. A Rees algebra G is said to be of co-dimensional type  e if τG,x  e for all
x ∈ Sing G.
Theorem 6.5. Let x ∈ Sing G. Then co-dimx Sing G  τG,x , and if equality holds then Sing G is
smooth locally at x.
We shall prove that locally at x, Sing G is included in a complete intersection scheme of co-
dimension τG,x (see Corollary 11.9), which proves the first assertion. The second claim will be
addressed in Lemma 13.2 and Remark 13.3.
Part 3. Elimination
7. Elimination via universal invariants
As indicated in the introduction and specially in Part 1, the resolution of singularities of a
hypersurface over a field of characteristic zero can be achieved in two Steps A and B. In Step A,
a suitable stratification of the locus of maximum multiplicity is constructed using an inductive
argument; we briefly explained how the notion of maximal contact plays a role in this stratifica-
tion.
We will introduce a new approach, which is a reformulation of maximal contact in the case
of characteristic zero. As a result of this reformulation, universal elimination algebras can be
defined. We will use these algebras in our inductive arguments.
This section is organized as follows: in 7.1 we discuss the motivation for using elimination
(see Example 7.2 for more details); universal elimination algebras are defined in 7.3, and their
relation to differential operators is described in 7.4; finally, in Theorem 7.6 we explain how these
universal invariants specialize to the particular case that we are interested in.
7.1. The motivation
Assume that S is a regular ring containing a field k. Let
f (Z)= Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · + an ∈ S[Z]
and denote by Υn the set of points in {f (Z) = 0} with multiplicity n. The natural inclusion







Our goal is to find equations in the coefficients of f (Z) that describe the image in Spec(S) of Υn.
The elimination algebra of f (Z) will be the k-subalgebra of S generated by these elements.
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dominating S at a prime P . Under these conditions, Zariski’s projection formula for multiplicities
ensures that the multiplicity of BQ is at most n, and if this multiplicity is n then Q is the unique
prime in B which dominates P , and BQ and AP have the same residue field (see [36, Corollary 1,
p. 299]). The morphism β is said to be purely ramified over a point x ∈ Spec(S) if the geometric
fiber over x is a unique point.
So the multiplicity formula shows that Υn is contained in the set of points where β is purely
ramified.
Example 7.2. Suppose n = 2, and let f (Z) = Z2 + a1Z + a2 with a1, a2 ∈ S. In this case the
discriminant – namely a21 − 4a2 ∈ S – describes the image under β of the purely ramified lo-
cus in Spec(S). Notice that a21 − 4a2 ∈ S is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree
two provided that we assign weight one to a1 and weight two to a2. It is not hard to check
that if the characteristic of S is not 2, then the closed subset of the regular scheme Spec(S)
where the discriminant has order at least two, is exactly the image of the two fold points via
Spec(S[Z]/〈f (Z)〉)→ Spec(S).
Using the language of Rees algebras, our datum is the S[Z]-algebra generated by f (Z) in
degree two, say G = S[Z][fW 2](⊂ S[Z][W ]). Therefore its singular locus is the set of 2-fold
points of {f (Z) = 0}. As we shall see, in this case the elimination algebra associated to G is
the Rees algebra over S generated by a21 − 4a2 in degree two, say RG = S[(a21 − 4a2)W 2], and
hence, its singular locus is the image of the two-fold points of {f (Z)= 0}.
However, this process fails if the characteristic is two, a situation that requires some attention.
This problem can be remedied by extending G to a differential algebra, i.e., adding to our original
datum the result of applying all differential operators to f (Z). This forces us to extend the notion
of elimination algebra to the case of several polynomials since typically a differential algebra will
have more than one generator. When a Rees algebra is differential, then its singular locus can be
identified with the singular locus of its elimination algebra, once a smooth projection is fixed.
These ideas will be explored further, specially in Section 8 (see 8.7).
7.3. The universal elimination algebra
Let k be a field. Consider the polynomial ring in n variables k[Y1, . . . , Yn], and the universal
polynomial of degree n,
Fn(Z)= (Z − Y1) · · · (Z − Yn)= Zn − sn,1Zn−1 + · · · + (−1)nsn,n ∈ k[Y1, . . . , Yn,Z],
where for i = 1, . . . , n, sn,i ∈ k[Y1, . . . , Yn,Z] denotes the i-th symmetric polynomial in n vari-
ables.
Observe that the diagram
Spec(k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n][Z]/〈Fn(Z)〉)
α
Spec(k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n][Z])
α
Spec(k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n])
(17)
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where:
Θ : k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n] → S
(−1)isn,i → ai. (18)
In the following lines we consider the universal case. Our goal is to find equations in the
coefficients of the polynomial Fn that describe the image of the n-fold points of Fn = 0. We
begin by looking for equations in the coefficients that describe the purely ramified locus of the
morphism; we reproduce arguments from [31, Section 1].
First notice that the group of permutations of n elements, Sn, acts linearly on k[Y1, . . . , Yn]
and that the subring of invariants is
k[Y1, . . . , Yn]Sn = k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n].
Set T = k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n] and observe that T ⊂ k[Y1, . . . , Yn] is an inclusion of graded rings since
the action of Sn in k[Y1, . . . , Yn] is linear (i.e., it preserves the grading).
In the setting of (16) the purely ramified locus does not vary under changes of variable, and
we consider all possible changes of the form
uZ − α, (19)
with α,u ∈ S and u invertible. So, in finding equations in S describing β(Υn) we have to look
for equations in the coefficients of f that are invariant under changes as in (19).
We consider first changes of the form Z − α. In the universal case, these changes of variable
can be expressed as
Fn(Z + T )=
(
Z − (Y1 − T )
) · · · (Z − (Yn − T )) ∈ k[Y1 − T , . . . , Yn − T ]Sn [Z].
The group Sn also acts linearly on k[Yi − Yj ]1i,jn defining a graded subring
k[Yi − Yj ]Sn1i,jn ⊂ T = k[Y1, . . . , Yn]Sn .
These are functions on the coefficients of the universal polynomial, and hence on the coefficients
of any monic polynomial of degree n, which are clearly invariant by any change of the form
Z − α. It will also be shown below how to further profit from the inclusion k[Y1 − Y2, . . . , Y1 −
Yn]Sn ⊂ k[Y1 − T , . . . , Yn − T ]Sn .
Let U be the k-subalgebra of T[Z] generated by Fn in degree n, say k[Fn]. We define
k[Hn1 , . . . ,Hnr ] := k[Yi − Yj ]Sn1i,jn (20)
and refer to it as the universal elimination algebra RU associated to U . Note that for i = 1, . . . , r ,
each Hni is a homogeneous polynomial in degree ni and it is also a weighted homogeneous poly-
nomial in sn,1, . . . , sn,n where sn,i is homogeneous of degree i in the variables Y1, . . . , Yn for
i = 1, . . . , n. For instance, in Example 7.2 the elimination algebra is generated by the discrimi-
nant in degree two.
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homogeneous polynomials of degree N form a finite-dimensional vector space over k. Poly-
nomials in this vector space are weighted homogeneous on the coefficients sn,1, . . . , sn,n, and
span an ideal, say IN ⊂ T. In this way, for any specific monic polynomial of degree n, say
f (Z) = Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · + an ∈ S[Z] over a k-algebra S, an ideal JN is spanned by these
weighted homogeneous equations on the coefficients ai . These ideals JN(⊂ S), defined for each
positive index N , will be invariant under any change of variables in (19). Note also that for any
two positive integers N , M : JN · JM ⊂ JN+M .
Differential operators
7.4. Now our purpose is to get a better understanding of the information encoded in the
universal elimination algebra. Given a diagram as in (17), we want to study how the universal
elimination algebra can be used to describe the image under α of the purely ramified locus, and
in turn, of the set of n-fold points of {Fn = 0} ⊂ Spec(K[sn,1, . . . , sn,n][Z]).
To understand how to reach this goal, we cite the following lemma from [31], which relates
the multiple roots of a polynomial to the vanishing of its derivatives:
Lemma 7.5. (See [31, Lemma 1.3].) Let K be an algebraically closed field and let f (Z) ∈K[Z]
be a polynomial of degree n. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) kf (z) is nilpotent in K[Z]/〈f (z)〉 for 0 k < n.
(ii) f (Z)= (Z − α)n for some α ∈K .
We start by introducing differential operators in the universal case: let T ,Z be variables, and
let k[Y1, . . . , Yn,Z,T ] be the polynomial ring in n + 2 variables. Consider the k[Y1, . . . , Yn]-
morphism:
Tay : k[Y1, . . . , Yn][Z] → k[Y1, . . . , Yn][Z,T ]
Z → Z + T .








and for each index k, we can define the operators:
k : k[Y1, . . . , Yn][Z] → k[Y1, . . . , Yn][Z]
G(Z)→k(G(Z)) :=Gk(Z). (21)
For k  0 the k are particular differential operators of degree k, relative to the inclusion
k[Y1, . . . , Yn] ⊂ k[Y1, . . . , Yn][Z].
Now consider the universal monic polynomial of degree n:
Fn(Z)= (Z − Y1) · · · (Z − Yn)= Zn − sn,1Zn−1 + · · · + (−1)nsn,n ∈ k[Y1, . . . , Yn,Z].




)= Fn(Z + T )= (Z + T − Y1) · · · (Z + T − Yn)
= (T − (−Z + Y1)) · · · (T − (−Z + Yn)),
and that the coefficients of this polynomial in the variable T are precisely the symmetric polyno-




)= (−1)n−ksn,n−k(−Z + Y1, . . . ,−Z + Yn), (22)
for k = 1, . . . , n − 1. In this setting, the action of Sn in k[Y1, . . . , Y,Z] can be considered as a
permutation of Y1, . . . , Yn that fixes Z. Hence,











Let us stress here that k(Fn(Z)) is homogeneous of degree n − k for k = 1, . . . , n − 1, so
k[Fn(Z), {k(Fn(Z))}k=1,...,n−1] is a graded subring in k[Y1, . . . , Y,Z].
Now, since Yi − Yj = (Z − Yj )− (Z − Yi), we have that
k[Yi − Yj ]1i,jn ⊂ k[Z − Y1, . . . ,Z − Yn].
Hence there is an inclusion of graded algebras
k[Hn1 , . . . ,Hnr ] = k[Yi − Yj ]Sn1i,jn ⊂ k[Z − Y1, . . . ,Z − Yn]Sn
= k[Fn(Z),{k(Fn(Z))}k=1,...,n−1], (24)










To conclude, it can be shown that k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n][Z]/〈Fn(Z)〉  k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n][Y1], and
setting Z = Y1 in k[Fn(Z), {k(Fn(Z))}k=1,...,n−1]:
k[Hn1 , . . . ,Hnr ] = k[Yi − Yj ]Sn1i,jn
⊂ k[Fn(Y1),{k(Fn(Y1))}k=1,...,n−1](⊂ k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n][Y1]), (26)
have the same integral closure. This result, in combination with Lemma 7.5, give the following
theorem:
Theorem 7.6. (See [31, Theorem 1.16].) Let S be a k-algebra, let f (Z)= Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · +
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the set of n-fold points of {f (Z)= 0} ⊂ Spec(S[Z]), i.e., Υn = Sing G. Define the specialization
morphism,
T = k[sn,1, . . . , sn,n] → S
sn,i → (−1)iai
which gives rise to the elimination algebra associated to G,
RG = S
[
Hmj (a1, . . . , an)W
mj , j = 1, . . . , r]⊂ S[W ],
where mj denotes the degree of the weighted homogeneous polynomial Hmj (sn,1, . . . , sn,n).
Then:
(i) The closed set V (Hmj (a1, . . . , an); j = 1, . . . , r) ⊂ Spec(S) is the image of the set of points
where β is purely ramified.
(ii) If S is regular, then
β(Υn)= β(Sing G)⊂ Sing RG . (28)
If in addition, the characteristic of S is zero, there the inclusion in (28) is an equality.
7.7. Elimination algebras in the general case
Elimination algebras can also be defined for Rees algebras with more than one generator. In
particular, if we consider the differential algebra generated by G, namely Diff(G) (see 4.2), then
Theorem 7.6 can be qualitatively improved, since in this case:
β(Υn)= β
(
SingDiff(G))= Sing RDiff(G) (29)
in any characteristic (see [31, Corollary 4.12], or 8.7 below). We refer to [31, 1.23–1.40] for
more details on the construction of the elimination universal algebra associated to more than one
polynomial. Also, we refer to 8.8 and 8.7 where we indicate how elimination algebras can be
computed. In Example 13.5 we provide a concrete example.
8. A local projection and the elimination algebra
Once the universal case has been treated in the previous section, we are ready to study the case
that we are interested in: how to define elimination in terms of algebras on smooth schemes. Let
V = V (d) be a d-dimensional smooth scheme of finite type over a field k. Let G =⊕n∈N InWn
be a sheaf of Rees algebras and let x ∈ Sing G be a simple point not contained in any component
of co-dimension one of Sing G (see Definition 6.1). In the following we describe how to construct:
• A suitable local projection (in an étale neighborhood of x),
βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1),
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RG,βd,d−1 ⊂ OV (d−1)[W ]
in a suitable neighborhood of x1.
So we start with an algebra G ⊂ OV (d)[W ] and define RG,βd,d−1 ⊂ OV (d−1)[W ]. Although
RG,βd,d−1 depends on the projection βd,d−1, it will satisfy some nice properties, and our main
invariants will derive from them (see 8.7).
Definition 8.1. Let G be a Rees algebra on a smooth d-dimensional scheme V (d) over a field k,
and let x ∈ Sing G be a simple point. We say that a local projection to a smooth (d − 1)-
dimensional scheme, V (d−1),
βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1)
x → x1
is G-admissible locally at x if the following conditions hold:
(i) The closed point x is not contained in any component of co-dimension one of Sing G.
(ii) The Rees algebra G is a βd,d−1-relative differential algebra (see Definition 4.6).
(iii) Transversality: kerdβd,d−1 ∩ CG,x = {0} ⊂ TV,x .
Now we will explain the role of conditions (ii) and (iii) in Definition 8.1.
8.2. Condition (ii) in Definition 8.1: relative differential algebras
Notice that if G = ⊕n∈N InWn is an absolute differential algebra, then it is also a relative
differential algebra for any smooth morphism βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1) of schemes over a field
k defined in a neighborhood of x ∈ Sing G. A key point in our development is the study of
properties of relative differential algebras, and their stability by monoidal transformations (see
Section 9); whereas transforms of absolute differential algebras are not absolute differential.
As indicated before, absolute differential algebras give rise to relative differential algebras for
arbitrary smooth maps (see 8.7, specially properties (i), (ii) and (iii) for the relevance of working
with differential and relative differential algebras).
8.3. Condition (iii) in Definition 8.1: local projections and transversality
Almost any smooth local projection, or more generally, almost any smooth morphism defined
locally, in a neighborhood of a simple point in the singular locus of a Rees algebra, will fulfill the
condition in Definition 8.1(iii). In 8.5 we show that this condition is open: it holds at any singular
point in a neighborhood of x. First we will explain the meaning in terms of local rings, and then
we describe a procedure to construct a smooth morphism satisfying this geometric condition at x:
Suppose that a local projection to a (d − 1)-dimensional regular scheme,
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x → x1 (30)
is defined. A regular system of parameters {y1, . . . , yd−1} ⊂ OV (d−1),x1 extends to parameters{y1, . . . , yd−1, yd} ⊂ OV (d),x . Condition (iii) in Definition 8.1 holds if and only if {Inx y1 =
0, . . . , Inx yd−1 = 0} ⊂ TV,x is not contained in the tangent cone of G at x, CG,x .
This also shows how to produce local projections that fulfill condition (iii): let G =⊕n InWn
be a Rees algebra, and let x ∈ Sing G be a simple closed point. The graded ideal Inx G defines
the subscheme CG,x of TV,x (in fact, recall that if G is a differential algebra, then CG,x = LG,x ,
see 6.2(iii)). Now select a regular system of parameters {y1, . . . , yd−1, yd} ⊂ OV (d),x such that
{Inx y1 = 0, . . . , Inx yd−1 = 0} ⊂ TV,x is not contained in CG,x . Note that there is a natural in-
jective map from the ring of polynomials in (d − 1)-variables with coefficients in k into OV (d),x ,
and localizing we get an inclusion of regular local rings,
k[Y1, . . . , Yd−1]〈Y1,...,Yd−1〉 → OV (d),x
Yi → yi.
This is one way to produce a local projection as (30), to a (d − 1)-dimensional regular scheme,
satisfying condition (iii) in Definition 8.1.
8.4. Transversality and Zariski’s multiplicity formula for projections
With the same notation as in 8.3, fix a local projection as performed in (30). Now our goal is
to study the image of Sing G under the morphism βd,d−1 in a neighborhood of x. We will show
that if Y is a smooth center in Sing G containing x, then Y and βd,d−1(Y ) are isomorphic; in
particular both are smooth.
Since x ∈ Sing G is a simple point, there is some n ∈ Z>0 and an element f ∈ In of order
exactly n at x. Therefore,
Sing G ⊂ {n-fold-points of f = 0} ⊂ V (〈f 〉) (31)
and CG,x ⊂ V (Inx f ). Let {y1, . . . , yd−1} be a regular system of parameters in OV (d−1),x1 . Since
βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1) is smooth, {y1, . . . , yd−1} can be extended to a regular system of param-
eters {y1, . . . , yd−1,Z} in OV (d),x .
The condition of transversality imposed in Definition 8.1(iii) ensures that f ∈ In can be cho-
sen so that V (Inx f ) and {Inx y1 = 0, . . . , Inx yd−1 = 0} intersect only at the origin of the vector
space TV,x . This last condition can be reformulated by saying that Inx f ∈ Grmx (OV (d),x) is a
homogeneous polynomial of degree n in the variables {Inx y1, . . . , Inx yd−1, Inx Z}, in which the
monomial (Inx Z)n appears with non-zero coefficient.
Since Weierstrass Preparation Theorem holds in an étale neighborhood of OV (d−1),x , we may
replace OV (d−1),x1 and OV (d),x in (31) by suitable étale neighborhoods if needed, and thus assume
that there is a regular system of parameters, {y1, . . . , yd−1} ∈ OV (d−1),x1 that extends to a regular
system of parameters in OV (d),x , {y1, . . . , yd−1, z} so that f = zn + a1zn−1 + · · · + an−1z + an
with ai ∈ 〈y1, . . . , yd−1〉i . Setting z as Z,
f (Z)= Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · + an−1Z + an ∈ OV (d−1),x [Z]. (32)1
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is a finite morphism of local rings which induces a finite projection
β :V (f )→ V (d−1),
mapping x ∈ V (f ) to x1. Also, notice that the extension of the maximal ideal mx1 ⊂
OV (d−1),x1 to OV (d−1),x1 [Z]/〈f (Z)〉 is a reduction of the maximal ideal M = 〈y1, . . . , yd−1,Z〉 ⊂OV (d−1),x1 [Z]/〈f (Z)〉.
Let Vn(f ) be the closed set of n-fold points of the hypersurface V (f ) in V (d). The map
β :V (f )→ V (d−1) is defined in a neighborhood of x and it is the restriction of the smooth mor-
phism βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1). Then by Zariski’s multiplicity formula for projections (see 7.1):
(A) The projection βd,d−1 induces a bijection between Vn(f ) and its image β(Vn(f )).
(B) For any irreducible scheme Y ⊂ Vn(f ), the finite map
β :Y → β(Y ) (34)
is birational.
Therefore, by (31) and (A), there is a bijection between βd,d−1(Sing G) and Sing G, and from
(B) it follows that if Y ⊂ Sing G is an irreducible subscheme, then β :Y → β(Y ) is a finite bira-
tional map. Moreover, (A) also ensures that β :Y → β(Y ) defines a bijection of the underlying
topological spaces.
Assume, in addition, that x ∈ Y ⊂ Sing G and that Y is a regular center. Then x is the unique
point of Y mapping to β(x) = x1 ∈ β(Y ), and we claim now that (Y, x) is étale over (β(Y ), x1).
This together with the previous properties would show that β(Y ) is regular at x1, and that the
finite birational map β :Y → β(Y ) is in fact an isomorphism in an open neighborhood of x.
We will argue geometrically to prove that β :Y → β(Y ) is étale at x. The smooth morphism
βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1) induces a linear map of tangent spaces, dβd,d−1 :TV (d),x → TV (d−1),x1 .
The claim is that kerdβd,d−1 ∩TY,x = {0} ⊂ TV (d),x . This follows from our choice of f ∈ In and
the transversality condition in 8.1(iii). In fact TY,x ⊂ V (Inx f ) and V (Inx f ) and kerdβd,d−1 =
{Inx y1, . . . , Inx yd−1} intersect only at the origin of the vector space TV (d),x . This proves that Y
and β(Y ) are isomorphic in a suitable neighborhood of x.
The previous discussion also shows that there is a change of variable of the form Z′ =
Z − a in OV (d−1),x1 [Z], for a suitable a ∈ OV (d−1),x1 , such that I (Y )x = 〈Z′, v1, . . . , vs〉, where{v1, . . . , vs} is part of a regular system of parameters at OV (d−1),x1 (see also the proof of Theo-
rem 9.1). In fact, if Z denotes the restriction of Z to Y , then there is an element a ∈ OV (d−1),x1
which restricts to the same function on Oβ(Y ),x1 = OY,x . So Z − a will vanish along Y , and the
claim follows from this fact.
Remark 8.5. The local projection constructed in 8.3 and the arguments and results described
in 8.4 are also valid in an open neighborhood of x in Sing G. To show this it is enough to prove that
the transversality condition on f holds in an open neighborhood of x; notice that the condition
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the smooth morphism βd,d−1. Furthermore note that the operators k in (21) are also defined as
relative differential operators, say:
k : OV (d),x → OV (d),x (35)
where the inclusion k[Y1, . . . , Yn] ⊂ k[Y1, . . . , Yn][Z] is replaced by the inclusion of regular rings
OV (d−1),x1 ⊂ OV (d),x , and the role of Z is that of the last parameter yd in OV (d),x .
One can check that the condition of transversality imposed on f ∈ In at the closed point
x ∈ Sing G can also be formulated by requiring that n(f ) be a unit at the regular ring OV (n),x ,
or, formally, that:
n(f )(x) = 0, (36)
which also shows that if the geometric condition in Definition 8.1(iii) holds at x, it also holds for
all singular points in an open neighborhood of x.
Remark 8.6. Fix a polynomial ring S[Z]. A morphism,
Tay :S[Z] → S[Z,T ]
Z → Z + T ,











Each k is a differential operator of order k over the ring S, and furthermore, for each positive
integer N , {k, k = 0,1, . . . ,N} is a basis of DiffN(S[Z]/S), the free S-module of S-differential
operators of order N .
Consider a finite number of monic polynomials, say
fi(Z)= Zni + ai1Zni−1 + · · · + aini , i = 1, . . . , r,
and define a subalgebra of S[Z][W ] of the form
S[Z][{fi(Z)Wni , i = 1, . . . , r}].
In general this Rees algebra will not be compatible with S-differential operators in the sense of
Definition 4.6(ii). However in [33, Theorem 2.9] it is shown that there is a smallest extension of
this algebra to one having this property, and such extension is
S[Z][{fi(Z)Wni ,{k(fi(Z))Wni−k}k=1,...,ni−1}i=1,...,r]. (37)
But this extension is, in turn, the pull-back of an algebra in the universal setting in (26), by a
suitable morphism on S[W ] (see Theorems 7.6 and 7.7).
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Let V (d) be a d-dimensional smooth scheme over a field k, let G = InWn ⊂ OV (d) be a Rees
algebra, and assume that x ∈ Sing G is a simple closed point not contained in any component
of co-dimension one of Sing G. Construct a smooth morphism βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1) to some
smooth (d−1)-dimensional scheme transversal to G in a neighborhood of x (this can be done, for
instance, following the arguments given in 8.3). If in addition G is a βd,d−1-relative differential
algebra (i.e., if βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1) is locally G-admissible at x) then an elimination algebra
RGβd,d−1 ⊂ OV (d−1),x1 [W ]
can be defined (see [31, 1.25, Definitions 1.42 and 4.10]). To do so, first choose a positive in-
teger n, and an element f ∈ In of order n at OV (d),x , and then produce a monic polynomial
f (Z) ∈ In as in (32) in a suitable étale neighborhood of x. Then, it can be checked that, up
to integral closure, we may assume that G is as in (37), for S = OV (d−1),x1 , and suitable monic
polynomials fi(Z), i = 1, . . . , r . In particular, G is locally (and up to integral closure) the pull-
back of the universal algebra so we define RGβd,d−1 ⊂ OV (d−1),x1 [W ] following the procedures
indicated in Theorems 7.6 and 7.7.
This elimination algebra depends on the projection βd,d−1 but by construction it does not
depend on the election of f once the projection is fixed, and it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The inclusion β∗d,d−1 : OV (d−1),x1 → OV (d),x induces an inclusion of Rees algebrasRG,βd,d−1 ⊂ G (this follows now from (26); see also [31, Theorem 4.13]).
(ii) If G is a differential algebra, then RG,βd,d−1 is a differential algebra.
(iii) There is an inclusion of closed subsets
βd,d−1(Sing G)⊂ Sing RG,βd,d−1
and equality holds if G is a differential Rees algebra (cf. [31, Corollary 4.12]).
(iv) The order of RG,βd,d−1 at x1 does not depend on the projection, in other words,
ordx1 RG,βd,d−1 is independent of βd,d−1 (see [31, Theorem 5.5]).
8.8. Another description of RG,βd,d−1








With the same notation as in 8.4, we can choose an element fWn, assuming that f has order n
at the local ring of the point. We can also assume that after multiplying by a unit: f = F(Z) =
Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · + an−1Z + an ∈ OV (d−1),x1 [Z].
Note that multiplying by an element fniWni induces an endomorphism
Lfn :
(OV (d−1),x [Z]/〈F(Z)〉)[W ] → (OV (d−1),x [Z]/〈F(Z)〉)[W ].i 1 1
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phism Lfni has a characteristic polynomial or degree n,
T n + g1,ni T n−1 + · · · + gn,ni (38)
where gj,ni ∈ OV (d−1),x1 [W ] and the elimination algebra RG,βd,d−1 is generated by these coeffi-
cients up to integral closure (see [31, Corollary 4.12] and Example 13.5 for a computation in a







Wn−e, 0 e n− 1] β∗d,d−1(RG,βd,d−1), (39)
where the right-hand side is the smallest subalgebra in OV (d)[W ] containing both algebras
(cf. [4], or [5]).
8.9. Elimination algebras and integral closure
An important property of this form of elimination is its link with integral closure of graded
algebras. Using the same notation as in 8.7, consider the following diagram:
OV (d),x[W ]γ ∗ OV (d),x/〈fn〉[W ]  OV (d−1),x1 [Z]/〈F(Z)〉[W ]
OV (d−1),x1 [W ]
β∗d,d−1
where γ ∗ denotes the natural restriction. Then the image of RG,βd,d−1 in OV (d−1),x1 [Z]/〈F(Z)〉[W ] is contained in γ ∗(G), and they both have the same integral closure (see [31, Theo-
rem 4.11]). This theorem also proves that if an inclusion of Rees algebras G ⊂ G′ is finite, then
RG,βd,d−1 ⊂ RG′,βd,d−1 is finite.
8.10. Notation
In what follows, given a Rees algebra G = G(d) on a d-dimensional smooth scheme V (d)
of finite type over a field k, we will refer to an elimination algebra as RG,βd,d−1 if we need to
emphasize the projection, or just as G(d−1) ⊂ OV (d−1)[W ] if the choice of the projection is not
relevant in the discussion.
8.11. Elimination algebras and the τ -invariant
The equality expressed in (39) is an equality up to integral closure (both algebras have the
same integral closure). A consequence of Theorem 6.3 is that the τ -invariant at a point is well
defined up to integral closure.
In [4] it is proven that if G is a differential algebra, then τRG,βd,d−1 ,x1 = τG,x − 1. In summary,
this proof shows that (39) holds for any n and any fn = F(Z)= Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · + an−1Z +
an ∈ OV (d−1),x1 [Z], with the only condition that fn ∈ In have order n at the local ring OV (d),x ;
finally, for the case of differential algebras we may choose fn so that the initial form defines a
linear subspace of co-dimension one in TV (d),x .
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in U ⊂ Sing G) then we can expect to iterate the arguments in 8.3 e-times, and a sequence of
local projections can be defined:
V (d)
βd,d−1→ V (d−1) → . . . βd−(e−1),d−e→ V (d−e)
x = x0 → x1 → . . . → xe,
which by composition induces a local projection from V (d) to some (d − e)-dimensional smooth
space V (d−e). In this way, by iteration, we can define elimination algebras
G(d−1) ⊂ OV (d−1)[W ], . . . ,G(d−e) ⊂ OV (d−e)[W ]
if for each i = 1, . . . , e, the projection
βd−(i−1),d−i :V (d−(i−1)) → V (d−i)




Sing G(d−(i−1)))⊂ Sing G(d−i),
which is an equality when G(d−(i−1)) is a differential algebra for i = 1, . . . , e.
Definition 8.12. Let G be a Rees algebra on a smooth d-dimensional scheme V (d) over a field
k and let x ∈ Sing G be a simple point with τG(d),x  e. We will say that a local projection to a
smooth (d − e)-dimensional scheme over k
βd,d−e :V (d) → V (d−e)
x → xe
is locally G-admissible at x if it factorizes as a sequence of local G(d−i)-admissible projections
as in Definition 8.1,
(
V (d), x0 = x
) βd,d−1→ (V (d−1), x1) → . . . βd−(e−1),d−e→ (V (d−e), xe)
G(d) G(d−1) . . . G(d−e),
where for i = 1, . . . , e, each G(d−i) ⊂ OV (d−i),xi [W ] is the elimination algebra of G(d−(i−1)) ⊂OV (d−(i−1)),xi−1 [W ], and βd−(i−1),d−i (xi−1)= xi .
9. Elimination algebras and permissible monoidal transformations
The purpose of this section is to study the behavior of admissible projections under permissi-
ble monoidal transformations (see Definition 8.1), a result that will play a key role in the inductive
construction of the function in Theorem 10.1.
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Sing G(d) be a simple point (i.e., τG(d),x  1). Suppose that a local G(d)-admissible projection is




) → (V (d−1), x1)
G(d) G(d−1).
Let Y ⊂ Sing G(d) be a permissible center. Then, locally in a neighborhood of x:
(i) The closed set βd,d−1(Y )⊂ Sing G(d−1) ⊂ V (d−1) is a permissible center for G(d−1).
(ii) Given the monoidal transformations on V (d) and V (d−1) with centers Y and βd,d−1(Y )
respectively, there is a projection β ′d,d−1 defined in a suitable open set, and a commutative
diagram of projections, and weak transforms:






(V (d−1), x1) V (d−1)′
π(d−1)
G(d−1) G(d−1)′ .
Furthermore, if x′ ∈ Sing G(d)′ = ∅ maps to x, then,
(a) The projection V (d)′ → V (d−1)′ is G(d)′ -admissible locally at x′ (see Definition 8.1). In par-
ticular G(d)′ is a β ′d,d−1-relative differential algebra, defining an elimination algebra G′(d−1).
(b) Let x′1 = β ′d,d−1(x′). Locally in an open neighborhood of x′1, there is a natural inclusion
G(d−1)′ ⊂ G′(d−1) which is an equality up to integral closure.
To prove the theorem we need to study the behavior of elimination algebras in the universal
case, which is the purpose of the next lines. The proof of the theorem is given in 9.3.
9.2. Monoidal transformations and weak transforms
Our goal is to understand:
(i) How universal elimination algebras behave under permissible monoidal transformations.
(ii) The behavior of differential algebras under permissible monoidal transformations.
Both points will be treated in the universal case.
Let Fn(Z)= (Z− Y1) · (Z− Y2) · · · (Z− Yn) be the universal monic polynomial of degree n,
and let V be a new variable. We would like to make sense of the expression(
1
)n
































































Then F ′n( ZV )= 1V n Fn(Z) is a monic polynomial in the ring k[Y1V , Y2V , . . . , YnV ][ZV ].
Let k1 be a differential operator on k[Y1V , Y2V , . . . , YnV ][ZV ] relative to k[Y1V , Y2V , . . . , YnV ] for











Now let Sn act on k[Y1, . . . , Yn][V,V −1][Z] by permuting the variables Yi and fixing both V















for Hni as in (20).
9.3. Proof of Theorem 9.1. (i) There is an inclusion βd,d−1(Sing G) ⊂ Sing G(d−1)
(see 8.7(iii)), mapping Y to β(Y ), which is an isomorphism (see 8.4). Since Y and β(Y ) are
isomorphic, then β(Y ) is a regular permissible center for G(d−1).
(ii) We claim that the monoidal transformations of V (d) and V (d−1) with centers Y and




(U ⊂ V (d)′ , x′)π
(d)
β ′d,d−1
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in 8.4. First, choose an integer n and select an element f ∈ In of order n transversal to βd,d−1
at x, and consider its weak transform, f ′ ∈ I ′n. The hypothesis of transversality on f can be
reformulated by saying that the relative differential operator of order n, n ∈ Diff nOV (d)/V (d−1) ,
is such that nf is a unit in a neighborhood of x (see 8.5, specially (36)).
We claim that the law of transformation of relative differentials in (40) specializes to show
that there is a relative differential operator ′n ∈ Diff nO
V (d)
′
/V (d−1)′ such that 
′n(f ′) is a unit
in a neighborhood of x′ and therefore x′ is a simple point (i.e., τG(d)′ ,x′  1). We also claim that
the law of transformation in (40) already shows that G(d)′ is a β ′d,d−1-relative differential algebra
locally at x′.
To clarify these points note first that we may assume that, after multiplying by a unit, f is
monic of degree n, i.e., f = Zn + a1Zn−1 + · · · + an−1Z + an ∈ OV (d−1),x1 [Z] in an étale neigh-
borhood of the point x. According to (i), the center Y maps isomorphically to β(Y ); in particular
the class (restriction) on Y of any element of OV (d),x is also the class of an element of OV (d−1),x1 .
Thus after a suitable change of variable of the form Z − α, α ∈ OV (d−1),x1 , we may assume that
Z vanishes identically along Y , and that I (Y ) = 〈Z,y1, . . . , ys〉, where {y1, . . . , ys} is part of
a regular system of parameters in OV (d−1),x1 , and each coefficient ai has order  i along the
regular center Y . The closed set Sing G(d) is included in the closed set of n-fold points of the
hypersurface V (〈f 〉), and Sing G′(d) is included in the closed set of n-fold points of V (〈f ′〉).
Consider the open set U ⊂ V (d)′ which is the union of the charts Spec(OV (d)[ Zyj ,
y1
yj




for j = 1, . . . , s. The inclusions OV (d−1)[ y1yj , . . . ,
ys
yj
] ⊂ OV (d)[ Zyj ,
y1
yj




β ′d,d−1 :U → V (d−1)
′
,
as above. The point x′ ∈ Sing G(d)′ is included the n-fold points of f ′, and




















Since x′ is a point of multiplicity n of f ′ = 0, the residue fields of O
V (d)
′
,x′ and of OV (d−1)′ ,x′1
are the same. So there is an element a ∈ O
V (d−1)′ ,x′1
such that Z1 = Zyj − a vanishes at x′, and
f ′ is a monic polynomial of degree n in O
V (d−1)′ ,x′1
[Z1]. Moreover if {z1, . . . , zd−1} is a regular
system of parameters at O
V (d−1)′ ,x′1










) → (V (d−1)′ , x′1)
G(d)′ → G(d−1)′
to prove the statement in (b). More precisely notice that:
• Up to integral closure G(d) is generated by monic polynomials in the setting of (37), as
indicated in 8.7.
• The weak transforms of the local generators of G(d) generate G(d)′ (see Proposition 5.2).
• The closed point x′ is contained in V (〈f ′〉)⊂ V (d)′ .
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algebra in a neighborhood of x′ as in 8.3. In Theorems 7.6 and 7.7 it is given an explicit
description of the elimination algebra as a specialization of the universal algebra elimination
algebra. It follows from (40) that G′ is a relative differential algebra. Also from (41) that up
to integral closure, G(d−1)′ = G′(d−1) . 
Part 4. Main Theorem and inductive invariants
10. Main Theorem 10.1
In this section we discuss resolutions of Rees algebras (see 10.3), where the main invariant is
the function ord G, defined by ordx G in 3.9 for each x ∈ Sing G. When the characteristic is zero
and ordx G = 1 there is a smooth hypersurface of maximal contact at x, and a new Rees algebra
G is defined along this smooth hypersurface. In particular a new value ordx G can be defined.
It is then shown that this value is an invariant; in other words, independent of the choice of the
hypersurface of maximal contact. This result is the main outcome of the so-called Hironaka trick;
an alternative and enlightening proof of this result is due to J. Włodarczyk (see [34]).
In this work hypersurfaces of maximal contact are replaced by suitable projections, and we
begin this section by formulating this result in this setting, in Main Theorem 10.1. We then
recall briefly how resolution of Rees algebras can be achieved by induction (see 10.3 and 10.4)
paralleling the ideas given in Part 1.
Let G(d) be a Rees algebra on a smooth d-dimensional scheme V (d) over a field k, let x ∈
Sing G(d) be a closed point with τG(d),x  e. Assume that x is not contained in any component
of co-dimension e of Sing G, and that there are two different admissible projections to a (d − e)-
dimensional smooth space (8.12),
β1d,d−e :V
(d) → V (d−e)1 β2d,d−e :V (d) → V (d−e)2
x → xe,1, x → xe,2.
Then the question is to compare ordxe,1 G(d−e)1 and ordxe,2 G(d−e)2 .
In [31, Theorem 5.5] it is shown that if e 1 then
ordx1,1 G(d−1)1 = ordx1,2 G(d−1)2 .
In this section we generalize this result, which leads to Definition 10.2. More precisely we prove
the following theorem:
Theorem 10.1 (Main Theorem). Let V (d) be a d-dimensional scheme smooth over a field k, let
G(d) ⊂ OV (d)[W ] be a differential algebra, let x ∈ Sing G(d) be a simple closed point, and let
m τG,x . Consider two different G(d)-admissible local projections to some (d −m)-dimensional




) → (V (d−m)1 , xm,1) β2d,d−m : (V (d), x) → (V (d−m)2 , xm,2)
G(d) → G(d−m)1 , G(d) → G(d−m)2 . (42)
Then:
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Moreover, if V (d) ← V (d)′ is a composition of permissible monoidal transformations, x′ ∈
Sing G(d)′ a closed point dominating x, and













is the corresponding commutative diagram of elimination algebras and admissible projections
for j = 1,2, then
ordx′m,1 G
(d−m)′
1 = ordx′m,2 G
(d−m)′
2 .
The theorem provides the following upper semi-continuous functions:
Definition 10.2. (i) Let V (d) be a d-dimensional scheme smooth over a field k, let G(d) ⊂
OV (d) [W ] be a differential algebra, let x ∈ Sing G(d) be a simple closed point, and let m τG,x .
Then, in a neighborhood of x, we define the function
ord(d−m)G(d) : Sing G(d) → Q
z → ordzm G(d−m)
where G(d−m) is an elimination algebra defined by an arbitrary G(d)-admissible local projection
to some (d − m)-dimensional smooth scheme, βd,d−m :V (d) → V (d−m), and zm = βd,d−m(z)
(notice that the function is well defined since it does not depend on the projection by Theo-
rem 10.1).
(ii) Let G(d) ⊂ OV (d)[W ] be a differential algebra as in (i), let βd,d−m :V (d) → V (d−m) be
any G(d)-admissible local projection in a neighborhood of a simple point x ∈ Sing G(d), and let
V (d) ← V (d)′ be a composition of permissible monoidal transformations. Let x′ ∈ Sing G(d)′ be a
closed point dominating x, and consider the corresponding commutative diagram of elimination
algebras and admissible projections as in Theorem 9.1,





(V (d−m), xm) V (d−m)′
G(d−m) G(d−m)′ .
Then in a neighborhood of x′ the function
ord(d−m)
′
G(d)′ : Sing G
(d)′ → Q
z′ → ordz′m G(d−m)
′
with z′m = β ′d,d−m(z′) is well defined since by Theorem 10.1 it is independent of the projection.
The proof of Theorem 10.1 will be presented to the next section. In the rest of this section
we indicate some variations of the function in 10.2 that lead to the so-called reduction to the
monomial case treated in the coming sections (see Part 4).
Theorem 10.1 is stated for a simple Rees algebra on a d-dimensional smooth scheme V (d); and
we have to indicate why simple Rees algebras arise in resolution problems. Recall that there is a
dictionary between Rees algebras and pairs as indicated in 3.10: in 2.4 the notion of simple pairs
was introduced, which are analogous of simple Rees algebras. Moreover, the whole Section 2
was dedicated to showing how resolution of simple pairs leads to the so-called monomial case.
10.3. Resolution of Rees algebras
(See [32, 5.10].) As pointed out in 3.10, there is a strong link between (J, b) and the Rees
algebra G = G(J,b) (see (12)). So a sequence of transformations of pairs and basic objects as in
(5) defines a sequence of transformations or Rees algebras:
(V ,G,E)← (V1,G1,E1)← ·· · ← (Vs,Gs ,Es). (43)
It follows from our notion of transformation of Rees algebras that each Gi = G(Ji ,b), so
Sing(Gi )= Sing(Ji, b).
Furthermore, if d denotes the dimension of V , then the functions
w-ord(d)Gi : Sing(Gi )→ Q (44)
are defined with the same properties as in the case of pairs (see 2.1). We say that a sequence of
transformations,
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is a resolution of (V ,G,E) (or a resolution of G if E is empty), if Sing(Gs)= ∅.
10.4. The monomial case
(See [32, 6.11].) Let V (d) be a d-dimensional scheme smooth over a field k, let G ⊂ OV (d)[W ]
be a differential algebra of co-dimensional type m (6.4). In this case the function
ord(d−m)G : Sing G → Q
is described in Definition 10.2. The discussion on basic objects and its resolution, which was
presented in Section 2, also extends to this context and satellite functions w-ord(d−m)G are defined,
with the property that w-ord(d−m)G = ord(d−m)G , and if
(
V (d),G,E)← (V (d)1 ,G1,E1)← ·· · ← (V (d)s ,Gs ,Es), (46)
is a sequence of monoidal transformations with center Yi ⊂ Max w-ord(d−m)G , then
max w-ord(d−m)G max w-ord
(d−m)
G1  · · ·max w-ord
(d−m)
Gs .
When this holds we say that (Vs,Gs ,Es) is in the monomial case if max w-ord(d−m)Gs = 0 (here m
could be zero).
Remark 10.5. As indicated in the introduction, when the characteristic is zero the upper semi-
continuous functions ord(d−m)G coincide with the classical ord
(d−m) defined for the corresponding
pairs: elimination algebras and coefficient ideals produce the same invariants via the fact that
locally admissible projections are nothing but restrictions to hypersurfaces of maximal contact
in the characteristic zero case (this is made in full detail in [14]).
11. Proof of Theorem 10.1
The strategy
In this section we address the proof of Theorem 10.1. Recall our starting point: we assume
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To this end, as indicated in the following proposition, it will be enough to find a suitable local






so that the images of G(d−m)i in B[W ] under these maps have the same integral closure for
i = 1,2:
Proposition 11.1. (See [31, Lemma 5.7 and Corollary 5.8].) Let (B,m) be a local ring, let
(S1,m1), (S2,m2)⊂ (B,m)




k ⊂ S1[W ] and H2 =
⊕
J2,kW
k ⊂ S2[W ]
be Rees algebras with inclusions
H1,H2 ⊂ H.
Assume that for i = 1,2:
(i) The inclusions Si ⊂ B are finite and flat extensions of local rings.
(ii) The ideals miB ⊂ B are reductions of m.
(iii) The inclusions Hi =⊕Ji,kWk ⊂ H =⊕ IkWk are both finite.
Then
ordS1(H1)= ordS2(H2).
The basic idea of the proof of Theorem 10.1 is that under its assumptions we can find a suitable
sequence of elements
f1W
n1, . . . , fmW
nm ∈ G(d) (47)
so that the hypotheses of Proposition 11.1 hold for:
• B = OV (d),x/〈f1, . . . , fm〉;
• H the image of G(d) in B[W ] under the natural quotient map;
• S1 = OV (d−m)1 ,xm,1 , S2 = OV (d−m)2 ,xm,2 ;
• H1 = G(d−m)1 , H2 = G(d−m)2 .
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Observe that there are two statements in Theorem 10.1: the first is a result about differen-
tial algebras, while the second part is the corresponding statement for the weak transform of a
differential algebra after a finite sequence of monoidal transformations.
The first part of the theorem will be proven in two steps: 1 and 2. In Step 1 we will show that
differential algebras contain sequences of elements with special properties. This will be used in
Step 2 to accomplish the first part of Theorem 10.1.
Similarly, the proof of the second part of the theorem will be shown in two steps: 1′ and 2′. In
Step 1′ we will prove that, after a finite sequence of monoidal permissible transformations, the
weak transform of a differential algebra contains a sequence of elements with special properties.
This will be used in Step 2′, where the second part of Theorem 10.1 will be given.
Idea of the proof of the first part of Theorem 10.1
Step 1. Assume that V (d) is a d-dimensional scheme smooth over a field k, and that G(d) ⊂




)→ (V (d−m), xm) (48)
is a G(d)-admissible projection locally at x. Under these assumptions we will show that there




) → (V (d−1), x1) → . . . → (V (d−(m−1)), xm−1) → (V (d−m), xm)
f1 ∈ G(d) f2 ∈ G(d−1) . . . fm ∈ G(d−(m−1)) G(d−m), (49)
where f1, . . . , fm ∈ G(d) via the inclusions
G(d−(m−1)) ⊂ · · · ⊂ G(d−1) ⊂ G(d),
and where each fi is transversal to
(
V (d−(i−1)), xi−1
)→ (V (d−i), xi),
for i = 1, . . . ,m (here we take x0 = x). Set B = OV (d),x/〈f1, . . . , fm〉 and let mB be its maximal
ideal.
Step 2. Under the assumptions of Step 1, suppose that, in some neighborhood of x, an arbi-
trary G(d)-admissible local projection to some (d − m)-dimensional smooth scheme, and an




) → (V (d−m)1 , xm,1)
G(d) G(d−m). (50)1










⊂ B = OV (d),x/〈f1, . . . , fm〉, (51)
with the following properties:
(i) The inclusion is finite and flat;
(ii) The ideal mx1B is a reduction of mB ;
(iii) The Rees algebras
G(d−m)1 ⊂ G(d) ⊂ B[W ]
have the same integral closure in B[W ] (here G(d) denotes the image of G(d) in B[W ]).
Since (50) is an arbitrary admissible projection and B has been fixed in Step 1, the first part of
Theorem 10.1 will follow from Proposition 11.1.
Idea of the proof of the second part of Theorem 10.1




)→ (V (d−m), xm) (52)
together with the factorization given in (49), and the elements f1, . . . , fm ∈ G(d) with the prop-
erties stated in Step 1.
Let V (d) ← V (d)′ be a composition of permissible monoidal transformations mapping x′ to x.
Then by Theorem 9.1 sequence (49) can be lifted to a sequence of local admissible projections
for the weak transform of G(d), G(d)′ , inducing a commutative diagram of permissible transfor-
mations, local admissible projections and elimination algebras,
(V (d)
′
, x′ = x′0) (V (d−1)
′
, x′1) . . . (V
(d−(m−1)′), x′m−1) (V (d−m)
′
, x′m)
G(d)′ G(d−1)′ . . . G(d−(m−1))′ G(d−m)′
. . .
(V (d), x = x0) (V (d−1), x1) . . . (V (d−(m−1)), xm−1) (V (d−m), xm)
G(d) G(d−1) . . . G(d−(m−1)) G(d−m)
(53)
where x′i maps to xi for i = 0, . . . ,m. Notice that then the strict transforms of f1, . . . , fm in
O
V (d)
′ , f ′1, . . . , f ′m, are in G(d)
′
, and that moreover,
f ′1 ∈ G(d)
′
, f ′2 ∈ G(d−1)
′
, . . . , f ′m−1 ∈ G(d−(m−1))
′
. (54)
We will show that each f ′ is transversal toi
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V (d−(i−1))′ , x′i−1
)→ (V (d−i)′, x′i),
for i = 1, . . . ,m (here we take x′0 = x′). Set B ′ = OV (d)′ ,x′/〈f ′1, . . . , f ′m〉 and let mB ′ be its max-
imal ideal.
Step 2′. Under the assumptions of Step 1′, assume that in some neighborhood of x an arbitrary




) → (V (d−m)1 , xm,1)
G(d) G(d−m)1 .
(55)
Then the composition of monoidal permissible transformations V (d) ← V (d)′ from Step 1′ in-
duces a composition of permissible transformations and elimination algebras in (55),
































f ′1, . . . , f ′m
〉
that is finite and flat, that the ideal mx′m,1B is a reduction of mB ′ and that
G(d−m)′1 ⊂ G(d)′ ⊂ B ′[W ]
have the same integral closure in B ′[W ] (here G(d)′ denotes the image of G(d)′ in B ′[W ]). Since
B ′ has been fixed in Step 1′, the second part of Theorem 10.1 will follow from Proposition 11.1.
About Steps 1 and 1′
The main difficulty in the proof of Theorem 10.1 is the accomplishment of Steps 1 and 1′.
More precisely, and with the same notation as above, given a differential algebra, a suitable ring
B is constructed and fixed in Step 1. Then, in Step 2, we have to show that for any admissible
projection there is an inclusion as in (51) that satisfies properties (i), (ii) and (iii). Moreover, it is
not immediate, either, that this situation can be carried out after a finite sequence of permissible
transformations. Thus, the key of the proof is to find a suitable sequence of elements as in Step 1
and Step 1′. Most part of this section will be devoted to proving the existence of these particular
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prove auxiliary results:
– Given a Rees-algebra G and a simple closed point x ∈ Sing G, we introduce the notion of
τG,x -sequence (see Definition 11.3). We will see that the existence of such sequences is
guaranteed when G is a differential algebra.
– However it is not clear that τG,x -sequences behave well under permissible monoidal trans-
formations, so they are not suitable for proving Theorem 10.1. This problem is overcome
by introducing G-nested sequences (see Definition 11.6). Nested sequences have some in-
teresting properties as listed in 11.7. In particular, they behave well under permissible trans-
formations. It is worth pointing out that, while the notion of τ -sequence is intrinsic to G,
the concept of nested sequence is relative to a particular smooth projection and a suitable
factorization of it, as in (49).
– The existence of nested sequences is not obvious: in Proposition 11.8 and in Corollary 11.9
we show how to construct G-nested sequences starting from a τG,x -sequence.
Once the existence of nested sequences is established, the proof Theorem 10.1 will follow
from their properties. The proof of Theorem 10.1 is stated in 11.10.
About τ -sequences
Definition 11.3. Let G = ⊕n InWn be a Rees algebra in a d-dimensional smooth scheme V
over a field k, let x ∈ Sing G be a simple point, and let k′ be the residue field at x. We will say
that a set of homogeneous elements f1Wn1, . . . , fsWns ∈ G is a τG,x -sequence of length s if for
j = 1, . . . , s:
(i) nj = pej ;
(ii) Inx fj ,∈ GrOV,x  k′[Z1, . . . ,Zd ] is a k′-linear combination of Zp
ej





(iii) The class of Inx fj is a regular element at the graded ring GrOV,x /〈Inx fi : i = j 〉.
By definition, if f1Wn1 , . . . , fsWns ∈ G is a τG,x -sequence of length s, then s  τG,x . A τG,x -
sequence f1Wn1 , . . . , fsWns ∈ G is said to be a maximal-τG,x -sequence if τG,x = s.
11.4. On the conditions of Definition 11.3
Let f1Wn1, . . . , fsWns ∈ G be a τG,x -sequence. If char k = 0 then condition (ii) says that
Inx f1, . . . , Inx fs ∈ GrOV,x are linear forms, while condition (iii) means that they are linearly
independent. If char k = p > 0, then, up to a change of the base field, it can be assumed that
Inx fj ∈ GrOV,x is some pej -th power of a linear form for j = 1, . . . , s. Condition (iii) indicates
that these linear forms are independent (see 6.2). Notice that if f1Wn1 , f2Wn2, . . . , fsWns is a
τ -sequence, then so is (f1)p(Wn1)p, f2Wn2 , . . . , fsWns . In particular it can always be assumed
that n1 = · · · = ns .
Remark 11.5. When G(d) is a differential algebra, then there is a maximal τG(d),x -sequence for
each simple point x ∈ Sing G(d) (see 6.2). However if
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V (d), x
) ← (V (d)′, x′)
G(d) G(d)′
is a permissible monoidal transformation it is, in general, not true that the strict transforms of a
τG(d),x -sequence form a τG(d)′ ,x′ -sequence.
About nested sequences
Definition 11.6. Let G(d) be a Rees algebra, and let x ∈ Sing G(d) be a simple point with
τG(d),x  s. Suppose that there is a G(d)-admissible projection to some (d − s)-dimensional
smooth scheme in a neighborhood of x,
(
V (d), x
)→ (V (d−s), xs),
and a factorization into admissible projections
(
V (d), x
) βd,d−1→ . . . → (V (d−(s−1)), xs−1) βd−(s−1),d−s→ (V (d−s), xs)
G(d) . . . G(d−(s−1)) G(d−s),
(56)




n2, . . . , f
(d−(s−1))
s W
ns ∈ G(d) is said to be a
G(d)-nested sequence relative to sequence (56) if
(
V (d), x = x0




n1 ∈ G(d) . . . f (d−(s−1))s Wns ∈ G(d−(s−1)) G(d−s),
and f (d−(i−1))i is transversal to βd−(i−1),d−i for i = 1, . . . , s (see 8.3 and 8.4 for the notion of
transversality and its role in constructing admissible smooth projections).








n2, . . . , f (d−(s−1))s Wns ∈ G(d)
is a G(d)-nested sequence in a neighborhood of x as in Definition 11.6, relative to a sequence as
in (56). Then:











is a complete intersection.
To see this, notice that since f (d−(i−1))i ∈ G(d−(i−1)) is transversal to
βd−(i−1),d−i :V (d−(i−1)) → V (d−i),
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is a finite free OV (d−s),xs -module. Hence, the quotient is Cohen–Macaulay, and moreover, a com-
plete intersection.











is a reduction of the maximal ideal in OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , f (d−1)2 , . . . , f (d−(s−1))s 〉 (see 8.4, specially
the arguments involving formula (32)).
3. Nested sequences lift to nested sequences after permissible monoidal transformations. Let
V (d) ← V (d)′ be a permissible monoidal transformation, let G(d)′ be the weak transform of G(d)
in V (d)′ , and let x′0 ∈ Sing G(d)





2 , . . . , f
(d−(s−1))
s in V (d)
′




2 , . . . , f
(d−(s−1))′
s , form a
















defines a complete intersection, and hence it is flat over O
V (d−s)′ ,x′0,s
. If I(E) ⊂ O
V (d)
′ denotes

















































is flat over O
V (d−m)′ ,x′ .0,m
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G(d) ⊂ OV (d),x[W ]
γ ∗0
G(d−s) ⊂ OV (d−s),xs [W ]
γ ∗s OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(s−1))s 〉[W ]
where γ ∗s is a finite map, γ ∗0 is the natural surjection, and
γ ∗s
(G(d−s))⊂ γ ∗0 (G(d))
is a finite extension of graded algebras in OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(s−1))s 〉[W ].

















〉 δ∗d−(i−1)→ OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(i−1))i 〉.
For i = 1, . . . , s consider the diagram
G(d−(i−1)) ⊂ OV (d−(i−1)),xi−1 [W ]
α∗
d−(i−1)
G(d−i) ⊂ OV (d−i),xi [W ]
η∗
d−i,d−(i−1) OV (d−(i−1)),xi−1/〈f (d−(i−1))i 〉[W ]
δ∗
d−(i−1)
OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(i−1))i 〉[W ],
where η∗
d−i,d−(i−1) is finite, α
∗
d−(i−1) is surjective and f (d−(i−1))i ∈ G(d−(i−1)) is transversal to
βd−(i−1),d−i : (V (d−(i−1)), xi−1)→ (V (d−i), xi).
According to Theorem [31, 4.11] (see also 8.7), the inclusion
η∗d−i,d−(i−1)
(G(d−i))⊂ α∗d−(i−1)(G(d−(i−1)))





is a finite extension of graded algebras in OV (d),x/〈f (d), . . . , f (d−(i−1))〉[W ].1 i





1 , . . . , f
(d−(i−1))
i
〉→ OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(s−1))s 〉,
is surjective, the resulting maps

















are a composition of finite and surjective maps. Hence
γ ∗i
(G(d−i))⊂ γ ∗i−1(G(d−(i−1)))⊂ OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(s−1))s 〉[W ]
have the same integral closure.
Using an inductive argument we conclude that there is a sequence of inclusions of Rees alge-
bras
γ ∗s
(G(d−s))⊂ · · · ⊂ γ ∗1 (G(d−1))⊂ γ ∗0 (G(d))⊂ OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(s−1))s 〉[W ],
all having the same integral closure.
The existence of nested sequences for differential algebras
In the following we consider a differential algebra on a smooth scheme together with an
admissible local projection. Our goal is to show that there is a τ -sequence which is, in addition,
a nested sequence for this given admissible projection. This will be settled in Corollary 11.9,
where we also describe a procedure for constructing a sequence which is simultaneously a nested
and a τ -sequence. In this procedure we will start from an arbitrary τ -sequence at a singular point.
Proposition 11.8. Let G = ⊕n InWn be a differential algebra on a d-dimensional smooth




n1 , . . . , f (d)s W
ns
be a maximal τG,x -sequence of length s  2. Fix a G-admissible projection in a neighborhood
of x, βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1) (see Definition 8.1). Then:
(A) For some index i, 1 i  s, f (d)i is transversal to βd,d−1.
(B) Set i = 1 as in (A) (after reordering the sequence if needed) and construct an elimination
algebra RG,βd,d−1 as described in 8.7. Then:
(i) There is a τRG,βd,d−1 -sequence of length (s−1), f
(d−1)
2 W
l2, . . . , f
(d−1)
s W
ls ∈ RG,βd,d−1 .
(ii) The previous τRG,βd,d−1 -sequence can be constructed so that〈
f
(d−1)
2 , . . . , f
(d−1)
s
〉⊂ 〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)s 〉⊂ OV (d),x
via the inclusion OV (d−1),x ⊂ OV (d),x .1
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maximal τG,x -sequence of length s  2 at x ∈ Sing G ⊂ V (d). Recall that each ni = pei , that
each fi has order pei at OV (d),x , and that Inx(fi) ∈ Grmx (OV (d),x) is homogeneous of degree
pei and a pei -th power of a linear form. In addition, the tangent cone defined by G at TV (d),x =
Spec(Grmx (OV (d),x)) is the closed set defined by the ideal 〈Inx(f1), . . . , Inx(fs)〉. Since we are
assuming that the conditions in Definition 8.1 hold, there must be an index i for which fi is
transversal to βd,d−1 :V (d) → V (d−1).
(B) By (A) we can assume that f1 is transversal to βd,d−1 (here a reordering of the τ -sequence
may be needed). Suppose that Inx(f1) = Yp
e1
1 for some linear form Y1 ∈ Grmx (OV (d),x). Let{z2, . . . , zd} be a regular system of parameters in OV (d−1),x1 . Choose y1 to be an element of order
one at OV (d),x , so that Inx(y1) = Y1 ∈ Grmx (OV (d),x). Then {y1, z2, . . . , zd} is a regular system
of parameters in OV (d),x , and Grmx (OV (d),x) is a polynomial ring in variables {Y1,Z2, . . . ,Zd},
where Zi = Inx(zi) for i = 2, . . . , d .
Recall that the τ -sequence f (d)1 W
n1 , . . . , f
(d)
s W
ns is defined with ni = pei , which can be
chosen so that e1 = e2 = · · · = es = e (11.4). Let k′ denote the residue field of OV (d),x . Then:
– Grmx (OV (d),x)= k′[Y1,Z2, . . . ,Zd ];
– Inx(f (d)1 )= Y e1 ;
– For j = 2, . . . , s, Inx(f (d)j ) = λjYp
e
1 + (Lj )p
e
, for some λj ∈ k′ and Lj a linear form in
k′[Z2, . . . ,Zd ];
– The linear forms {Lj , j = 2, . . . , s} are independent in Grmx1 (OV (d−1),x1)= k′[Z2, . . . ,Zd ].
Assume, for simplicity, that k′ = k (by finite extension of base field), set f ′(d)1 = f (d)1 and
let f ′(d)j = λjf (d)1 − f (d)j for j = 2, . . . , s. Notice that {f ′(d)1 Wp
e
, . . . , f ′(d)s Wp
e } is a τG,x -
sequence, that 〈f ′(d)1 , . . . , f ′(d)s 〉 = 〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)s 〉, and that a regular system of parameters{v2, . . . , vd} can be chosen in OV (d−1),x1 so that:
(a) The set {y1, v2, . . . , vd} is a regular system of parameters in OV (d),x . In particular
Grmx (OV (d),x)= k′[Y1,V2, . . . , Vd ], and Vi = Inx(vi) for i = 2, . . . , d .
(b) Inx(f ′1)= Yp
e
1 , and Inx(f
′
j )= V p
e
j , for = 2, . . . , s.
Under these assumptions, part (B)(i) of the proposition was proven in [31, 5.12]. We briefly
sketch the argument here: The setting now is that f (d)1 W
n1, . . . , f
(d)
s W
ns is a τG,x -sequence of
length s, all ni = pe, and there is a regular system of parameters {y2, . . . , yd} ⊂ OV (d−1),x1 which
extends to {y1, y2, . . . , yd} ⊂ OV (d),x and Inx f (d)i = Inx yp
e
i ∈ Grmx (OV (d),x) for i = 1, . . . , s.
We assume that f1 is a monic polynomial of degree pe in y1 and coefficients in OV (d−1),x1 , so
OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 〉 is a free OV (d−1),x1 -module of rank pe.
For each i = 2, . . . , s, let f (d)i be the image of f (d)i in OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 〉. Multiplying by f (d)i










〉→ OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 〉,
and similarly, multiplying by f (d)Wni defines a map of free OV (d−1),x [W ]-modules:i 1










〉[W ] → OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 〉[W ].





, let giW li ∈ OV (d−1),x1[W ] be the de-




: OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 〉 →
OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 〉.
Under these conditions, it can be shown that gi has order p2e in OV (d−1),x1 , that giWp
2e ∈
RG,βd,d−1 , and that Inx1 gi = Inx1(yi)p
2e for i = 2, . . . , s, where, as indicated before, {y2, . . . , yd}
is a regular system of parameters in OV (d−1),x1 (see [31, 5.12] for more details on this proof).












〉→ OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , f (d)i 〉,





gi is the determinant of the first, any sufficiently high power of gi is zero in OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , f (d)i 〉.
In particular, for e′ large enough, gp
e′
i ∈ 〈f (d)1 , f (d)i 〉, for i = 2, . . . , s.
Finally define f (d−1)i = gp
e′
i and li = p2e+e




l2, . . . , f (d−1)s W ls ∈ RG,βd,d−1




2 , . . . , f
(d−1)
s
〉⊂ 〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)s 〉⊂ OV (d),x . 
Corollary 11.9. Let G(d) = ⊕n InWn be a differential algebra over a d-dimensional smooth
scheme V (d) over a field k. Let x ∈ Sing G(d) be a simple point, and let f (d)1 Wn1 , . . . , f (d)s Wns ∈
G(d) be a maximal τG(d),x -sequence of length s. Consider a G(d)-admissible local projection to a




) → (V (d−s), xs)
G(d) G(d−s), (59)
and a factorization of (59) as a sequence of G(d−i)-admissible projections,
(
V (d), x
) βd,d−1→ . . . → (V (d−(s−1)), xs−1) βd−(s−1),d−s→ (V (d−s), xs)
G(d) G(d−(s−1)) G(d−s).
(60)
Then, after reordering f (d)1 Wn1 , . . . , f (d)s Wns if needed, for each i = 1, . . . , s − 1:




li,i+1, . . . , f (d−i)s W li,s ∈ G(d−i) ⊂ OV (d−i),xi [W ].




i+1 , . . . , f
(d−i)
s
〉⊂ 〈f (d−(i−1))i , f (d−(i−1))i+1 , . . . , f (d−(i−1))s 〉⊂ OV (d−(i−1)),xi−1
via the inclusion OV (d−i),xi → OV (d−(i−1)),xi−1 ;




t1, . . . , f (d−(s−1))s W ts




1 , . . . , f
(d−(s−1))
s
〉⊂ 〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)s 〉⊂ OV (d),x
via the inclusions OV (d−i),xi → OV (d),x for i = 1, . . . , s − 1.
Proof. After relabeling f (d)1 , . . . , f
(d)
s ∈ G(d), we may assume that f (d)1 is transversal to βd,d−1.
Now the corollary follows from Proposition 11.8 and an inductive argument since the elimination
algebra of a differential algebra is also a differential algebra. 
Proof of Theorem 10.1
11.10. The first part of the theorem will be proven in two steps.
Step 1. Assuming that G(d) is a differential algebra we are going to show that there is a τ -
sequence which is also nested for some sequence of local admissible projections.
Since G(d) is a differential algebra by Corollary 11.9 we can assume that there is a τG(d),x -




n1, . . . , f (d)m W
nm ∈ G(d) (61)
that is also G(d)-nested relative to some sequence of G(d)-local admissible projections
(
V (d), x
) → (V (d−1)0 , x0,1) → . . . → (V (d−m)0 , x0,m)
G(d) G(d−1)0 . . . G(d−m)0 .
(62)






















is a (d − m)-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay ring (see 11.7). Let B = OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)m 〉,
and denote by mB its maximal ideal.
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smooth scheme (8.12), and an elimination algebra
βd,d−m : V (d) → V (d−m)
(G(d), x) (G(d−m), xm) (63)
then:
(a) Notice that there is a natural map









(b) We claim that the images of G(d−m) and G(d) in B[W ] = OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)m 〉[W ] have
the same integral closure. Since the local admissible projection (63) is arbitrary, and the
sequence f (d)1 , . . . , f
(d)
m and hence B = OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)m 〉 are fixed, the first part of
Theorem 10.1 follows from Proposition 11.1.
The claim in (b) can be accomplished by finding a nested sequence relative to some factoriza-
tion of (63) into locally admissible projections. This nested sequence will be constructed using
the τ -sequence found in Step 1.





) → (V (d−m), xm)
G(d) G(d−m), (64)




l1, . . . , f (d−(m−1))m Wlm ∈ G(d), (65)





n1, . . . , f (d)m W
nm,




1 , . . . , f
(d−(m−1))
m
〉⊂ 〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)m 〉⊂ OV (d),x . (66)
According to properties (1) and (2) in 11.7,








is a finite flat local map of (d −m)-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay rings (here an étale change of
base maybe needed) and by (66) the map




1 , . . . , f
(d−(m−1))
m
〉→ OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d)m 〉
is surjective. Therefore
















































Finally, consider the diagram:
G(d) ⊂ OV (d),x[W ]
γ ∗
G(d−m) ⊂ OV (d−m),xm [W ]
γ ∗m OV (d),x/〈f (d)1 , . . . , f (d−(m−1))m 〉[W ].
According to 11.7(4) γ ∗m(G(d−m)) ⊂ γ ∗(G(d)) is a finite extension of graded algebras. Thus
by (66), their images in B still have the same integral closure.
Since (64) was an arbitrary G(d−m)-admissible projection, by Proposition 11.1 ordxm G(d−m)
is independent on the choice of the projection. This proves the first part of the theorem.
The second part of the theorem will be accomplished in two steps.
Step 1′. Fix the τG(d),x -sequence found in (61) which is also a G(d)-nested sequence relative to
(62). Now suppose that V (d) ← V (d)′ is a composition of permissible monoidal transformations,
and that x′ ∈ Sing G(d)′ is a closed point dominating x. By Theorem 9.1 there is a commuta-
tive diagram of permissible monoidal transformations and admissible projections. Observe that
the weak transforms of f (d)1 , . . . , f
(d)
m ∈ G(d) in V (d)′ , say f (d)
′
1 , . . . , f
(d)′
m , form a G(d)′ -nested





1 , . . . , f
(d)′
m 〉 and let mB ′
denote its maximal ideal.
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tion of permissible monoidal transformations from Step 1′, V (d) ← V (d)′ . Again by Theorem 9.1
there is a commutative diagram of elimination algebras and admissible projections:
(V (d), x) (U ⊂ V (d)′, x′)
G(d) G(d)′






Recall, as observed in Step 1′, that the weak transforms in V (d)′ of the G-nested sequence
f
(d)
1 , . . . , f
(d−(m−1))
m given in (65), say f (d)
′
1 , . . . , f
(d−(m−1))′
m , form a G(d)′ -nested sequence in
a neighborhood of x′ relative to some factorization of the G(d)′ -admissible local projection (67).




1 , . . . , f
(d−(m−1))′
m
〉⊂ 〈f (d)′1 , . . . , f (d)′m 〉
(see 11.7). Now the proof follows from a similar argument as the one given in Step 2, using
(B ′,mB ′) instead of (B,mB) (see also Theorem 9.1 and its proof). 
12. The non-simple case
Let G(d) be a Rees algebra and let x ∈ Sing G(d) be a simple point with τG(d),x  m. Under
the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 there are well defined upper semi-continuous functions in a
neighborhood of x:
ord(d−i) : Sing G(d) → Q
z → ord(d−i)z G(d) = ordzi G(d−i)
where zi := βd,d−i (z), and βd,d−i :V (d) → V (d−i) is a G(d−i)-admissible local projection on to
some (d − i)-dimensional smooth scheme V (d−i), for i = 0,1, . . . ,m (8.12). Since τG(d),x m,
ord(d)x G(d) = · · · = ord(d−(m−1))x G(d) = 1.
In the following we denote by max ord(d−i) the maximum value of the function ord(d−i) and
we will use Max ord(d−i) to denote the closed set
{
z ∈ Sing G(d): ord(d−i)z G(d) = max ord(d−i)G(d)
}
.
Now suppose that τG(d),x m. Fix a G(d)-admissible projection to some (d −m)-dimensional
smooth scheme, β(d−m) :V (d) → V (d−m), and let xm := β(d−m)(x). If m = d , then Sing G(d) =
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(see 10.3).
On the other hand, if m < d , and xm ∈ Sing G(d−m) is not a simple point contained in a
component of co-dimension one of Sing G(d−m) (see Lemma 13.2 and Remark 13.3), then it
would be interesting to, somehow, “enlarge τG(d),x”. This will be done by extending G(d) to a
larger Rees algebra G˜(d) ⊃ G(d) so that Sing G˜(d) = Max ord(d−m)G(d) and τG˜(d),x m+ 1 (i.e.,
xm ∈ Sing G˜(d−m) will be a simple point). In this case, a stratification of Sing G˜(d) will induce a
stratification of Max ord(d−m) ⊂ Sing G(d) by descending induction on the value of τ .
The purpose of this section is to show how this enlargement can be done in full generality, the
main result is the formulation of Theorems 12.9 and 12.10 in which the main properties of G˜(d)
are discussed. It is at this point where the notions of weak equivalence introduced in 5.7 appear
in full strength. In fact, these two theorems show that G˜(d) can be chosen so as to be well defined
up to integral closure (see also Remark 12.8).
We begin by recalling the notion of twisted algebras introduced in [32].
Definition 12.1. Let G =⊕n0 JnWn be a Rees algebra on a smooth d-dimensional scheme V







where it is assumed that J n
ω
= 0 if n
ω
is not an integer.
As indicated in 3.10, our notion of Rees algebra is closely related to Hironaka’s notion of
pair. A pair (J, b) on a smooth scheme V is defined by a non-zero sheaf of ideals J ⊂ OV and a






which is a graded subalgebra in OV [W ]. It turns out that every Rees algebra over V is a finite
extension of G(J,b) for a suitable pair (J, b) (cf. [32, Proposition 2.9]).
Proposition 12.2. The twisted algebra of Definition 12.1 satisfies the following properties:
(i) If G = G(J,b) and if w is a positive rational number with bω ∈ Z then G(ω)= G(J,ωb).
(ii) If G1 and G2 have the same integral closure, then so do G1(ω) and G2(ω).
(iii) G(ω) is a Rees algebra and ω · ordx G(ω) = ordx G. In particular if ω = ordx G then
ordx G(ω)= 1.
(iv) If ω = max ord(d)G then G(ω) is simple and Sing G(ω)= Max ord(d) G.
For the proof we refer the reader to [13, Propositions 6.4, 6.5, 6.7 and Corollary 6.7].
Remark 12.3. Let G be a Rees algebra, and let ω be the maximum of the function
ord : Sing G → Q.
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for G, then τG,x = 0, but then x ∈ Sing G(ω) is a simple point, so in particular τG(ω),x  1.
Definition 12.4. Let G be a Rees algebra in a smooth scheme V , and let x ∈ Sing G. Let ω =
ordx G. If x is not a simple point, i.e., if ω > 1, then, define G˜ = Diff(G(ω)) (4.2).
Remark 12.5. Using the same notation as in the previous definition, notice that Sing G˜ = {z ∈ V :
ordz G = ω} in a neighborhood of x.
Definition 12.6. Given two algebras over V , for instance G1 and G2, set G1  G2 as the smallest
subalgebra of OV [W ] containing both (as in (39)). Let U be an affine open set in V . If the restric-
tion of G1 to U is OV (U)[f1Wn1 , . . . , fsWns ], and that of G2 is OV (U)[fs+1Wns+1 , . . . , ftWnt ],




n1 , . . . , fsW
ns , fs+1Wns+1 , . . . , ftWnt
]
.
One can check that:
(1) Sing(G1  G2)= Sing(G1)∩ Sing(G2). In particular, if V ← V ′ is a permissible transforma-
tion for G1  G2, then it is also a permissible transformation for G1 and for G2.
(2) If V ← V ′ is a permissible transformation for G1  G2, and if (G1  G2)′, G′1, and G′2 denote
the transforms in V ′, then:
(G1  G2)′ = G′1  G′2.
Theorem 12.7. Let G =⊕n InWn be a differential algebra defined on a d-dimensional smooth
scheme V (d) over a field k, and let x ∈ Sing G be a simple point with τG,x  1. Assume that x is
not contained in any component of co-dimension one of Sing G and let
ω := max ord(d−1)G > 1.
Fix two G-admissible local projections to some (d − 1)-dimensional smooth schemes, and con-




) → (V (d−1)1 , x1,1) β2 : (V (d), x) → (V (d−1)2 , x1,2)
G RG,β1 ⊂ RG,β1(ω), G RG,β2 ⊂ RG,β2(ω).
Then
G˜1 = G  RG,β1(ω) and G˜2 = G  RG,β2(ω)
are weakly equivalent as in Definition 5.7.
Remark 12.8. Since G˜1 and G˜2 are weakly equivalent, Theorem 5.8 says that there is a canonical
way to associate to G a differential algebra, up to integral closure, G˜ ⊂ OV [W ], such that
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for all x ∈ Max ord(d−1) G in some neighborhood of x.
Proof of Theorem 12.7. We have to show that G˜1 and G˜2 define the same singular locus under
any permissible transformation in the sense of Definition 5.5. This is straightforward for per-
missible transformations as in 5.4(i) and (ii), so we are only left with the case of permissible
monoidal transformations.
Let V ← V ′ be a permissible monoidal transformation with center
Y ⊂ Max ord(d−1)G = Sing G˜1 = Sing G˜2,
and let x′ ∈ V ′ be a closed point that dominates x. Then by Theorem 9.1 there is a commutative
diagram of algebras and elimination algebras in a suitable open set of V ′:












RG,βi ⊂ RG,βi (ω) R′G,βi ⊂ RG,βi (ω)′
for i = 1,2.
Now, on the one hand by Theorem 10.1,
β ′i
(
Max w-ord(d−1)G′)= Max w-ordRG′,βi
in a neighborhood of x′1,i (see 2.1 for the definition of w-ord(d−i)). On the other hand,
G˜′i =
(G  RG,βi (ω))′ = G′  RG,βi (ω)′,
and Max w-ord(d−1)G′ = Sing G˜i for i = 1,2. Therefore
Sing G˜′1 = Sing G˜′2
in a neighborhood of x′. 
Theorem 12.9. Let G(d) be a differential algebra on a d-dimensional smooth scheme over a
field k, let x ∈ Sing G(d) be a simple point and assume that τG(d),x = m  1. Then there is a
differential algebra G˜(d) containing G(d) with the following properties:
(i) τ (˜d) m+ 1.G ,x
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SingG˜(d) = Max ord(d−m) G(d).
(iii) The differential algebra G˜(d) is unique up to weak equivalence. Furthermore, this differen-
tial algebra is unique up to integral closures of algebras (see Remark 12.8).




)→ (V (d−m), xm),
and a factorization as in the diagram,
G(d) ⊂ OV (d)[W ]
G(d−(m−1)) ⊂ OV (d−(m−1))[W ]
β∗
d,d−(m−1)
G(d−m) ⊂ OV (d−m) [W ].
β∗
d−(m−1),d−m
By Theorem 12.7 there is a differential algebra, G˜(d−(m−1)), containing G(d−(m−1)) with the
following properties:
(a) Its τ -invariant at xm−1 = βd,d−(m−1)(x) is larger than that of G(d−(m−1)), i.e.,
τG˜(d−(m−1)),xm−1  τG(d−(m−1)),xm−1 + 1, (68)
and therefore xm−1 ∈ Sing G˜(d−(m−1)) is a simple point.
(b) By construction G˜(d−(m−1)) is unique up to weak equivalence.
(c) There is an equality of closed sets (using the identification between singular loci),
Sing G˜(d−(m−1)) = Max ord G(d−m) = Max ord(d−m) G(d) (69)
in a neighborhood of x.
Now set
G˜(d) = G(d)  β∗d,d−(m−1)G˜(d−(m−1)).
Next we check that this algebra satisfies the properties stated in the theorem:
(i) By construction
τG˜(d),x = τG˜(d−(m−1)),xm−1 + (m− 1) τG(d−(m−1)),xm−1 + 1 + (m− 1)m+ 1.
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neighborhood of x,
Sing G˜(d) = Sing G˜(d−(m−1)) = Sing G˜(d−m) = Max ord G(d−m) = Max ord(d−m) G(d).
(iii) The argument to show this part is similar to the proof of Theorem 12.7 since by Theo-
rem 10.1 ord(d−m) does not depend on the choice of the G(d)-admissible projections and
therefore Max ord(d−m) G(d) = Max ord G(d−m) in a neighborhood of x. 
Finally we state a similar result for permissible transforms of differential algebras.
Theorem 12.10. Let G(d) be a differential algebra on a d-dimensional smooth scheme of finite
type over a field k, let x ∈ Sing G(d) be a simple point and assume that τG(d),x =m 1. Let
V (d) ← V (d)′
be a composition of permissible monoidal transformations, let G(d)′ be the weak transform of
G(d) and let x′ ∈ Sing G(d)′ be a closed point that dominates x. Then there exists an algebra,
G˜(d)′ containing G(d)′ with the following properties:
(i) τG˜(d)′ ,x′ m+ 1.
(ii) Locally at x′ there is an equality of closed sets
SingG˜(d)′ = Max ord(d−m) G(d)′ .
(iii) The algebra G˜(d)′ is unique up to integral closure of algebras.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 12.9, since, as in that case, by Theorem 10.1, the func-
tions ord(d−m) are well defined for G(d)′ in a neighborhood of x′. 
13. Stratification of the singular locus by smooth strata
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 13.1. Let G(d) be a differential algebra on a smooth d-dimensional scheme V (d) over
a field k. Let Q∗ = Q ∪ {∞} and let
Id = Q∗ × Q∗ × · · · × Q∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
d-times
ordered lexicographically. Then there is an upper semi-continuous function,
γG(d) : Sing G(d) → Id
such that:
(i) The level sets of γG(d) stratify Sing G(d) in smooth locally closed strata.
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resolution of singularities in characteristic zero.
The proof of the theorem is given in 13.4. First we need the following lemma.
Lemma 13.2. Let G be a Rees algebra on a smooth d-dimensional scheme V over a field k,
and assume that x ∈ Sing G is a simple point. If x is contained in a component of co-dimension
one, Y , of Sing G, then Y is smooth.
Proof. We may assume that, up to integral closure G = ⊕n J nWk0n for some sheaf of ideals
J ⊂ OV . The hypothesis of the lemma asserts that Y ⊂ Sing G. Since G is simple at x, the
hypothesis means that locally in a suitable neighborhood of x, Y ⊂ V (J ) where V (J ) denotes
the closed set determined by J . By restricting to a smaller neighborhood U of x if needed, we
may assume that I(Y )= 〈f 〉, for some reduced element f ∈ OV (U) and that J = 〈f s〉 for some
positive integer s. Since x is a simple point and Y ∩U ⊂ Sing G ∩U , f has to be smooth at x. 
Remark 13.3. As a consequence of the previous lemma an inductive argument, using elimination
algebras, shows that if x ∈ Sing G is contained in a component of co-dimension τG,x , then the
component is smooth in a neighborhood of x.
13.4. Proof of Theorem 13.1. We start by defining the function γG(d) . Let x ∈ Sing G(d). To
associate a value to γG(d) at x, we will argue by induction on the dimension of V (d).
Suppose that V (1) is a one-dimensional smooth scheme over a field k, that G(1) is a non-zero






Suppose that the function γ can be defined for any differential algebra G(n) on an n-
dimensional smooth scheme over a field k, V (n), with n < d . We will show that then the function
can be defined for any non-zero differential algebra G(d) on a d-dimensional smooth scheme over
a field k, V (d).
• First assume that x ∈ Sing G(d) is a simple closed point. We now distinguish between two
cases:
Case 1. If x is contained in a component of co-dimension one, Y , of Sing G(d), then set
γG(d) (x)=
(
ord(d)x G(d),∞, . . . ,∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−1-times
)= (1,∞, . . . ,∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−1-times
).
Note that by Lemma 13.2 the closed subscheme Y is smooth locally at x.
Case 2. If x is not contained in any component of co-dimension one of Sing G(d) then con-
struct a G(d)-admissible local projection to a (d − 1)-dimensional scheme V (d−1), and an
elimination algebra as in 8.3 and 8.7,
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(
V (d), x
) → (V (d−1), x1)
G(d) G(d−1).
By the induction hypothesis, γG(d−1) (x1) is defined. Now set
γG(d) (x)=
(
ord(d)x G(d), γG(d−1) (x1)
)
.
• If x ∈ Sing G is not a simple point, then let G˜(d) be the twisted algebra as in Definition 12.4




ord(d)x G(d), γG˜(d−1) (x)
)
,
where γG˜(d−1) (x) are the last (d − 1)-coordinates of the function γG˜(d) (x).
We will see next that γG(d) is upper semi-continuous and that it stratifies SingG(d) in smooth
strata.
The fact that this function takes only a finite number of values follows by induction. Thus
it only remains to show that for any value (a1, a2, . . . , ad) ∈ (Q∗)d , the set {x ∈ V (d): γG(x)
(a1, a2, . . . , ad)} is (locally) closed and smooth (if it is non-empty). Observe that it is enough to
prove this fact in the case when (a1, a2, . . . , ad) is the maximum value of the function. As in the
previous discussion we will use induction on the dimension of V (d).
First suppose that V (1) is a one-dimensional scheme and let a1 ∈ Q∗ be any value such that
{z ∈ V (1): γG(z) a1} is non-empty. Since G(1) = 0, {z ∈ V (1): σG(z) a1} consists of a finite
number of closed points which is clearly a smooth closed subscheme of V (1).
Assume now that part (i) of the theorem holds for differential algebras in any n-dimensional
smooth scheme V (n) of finite type over a field k with n < d . We will show that it also holds for
differential algebras over a d-dimensional scheme V (d) of finite type over a field k.
Let (a1, . . . , ad) ∈ Q∗ × · · · × Q∗ be the maximum value of γ (d)G(d) , and let x ∈ Sing G(d) with
γ
(d)
G(d) (x) = (a1, . . . , ad). We will prove that there is an open subset U(d) ⊂ V (d) containing x
such that U(d) ∩ {z ∈ V (d): γ (d)G(d) (z) = (a1, . . . , ad)} is closed and smooth. We distinguish three
cases.
Case 1. If a2 = · · · = ad = ∞ then x is contained in a component of co-dimension one of
Sing G(d). In this case by Lemma 13.2 (applied to G(d) if x is a simple point, or to some twisting,
G˜(d) of G(d) otherwise), there is an open neighborhood U(d) of x satisfying the required property.
Case 2. If a2 = ∞ and x is a simple point consider a G(d)-admissible local projection and an
elimination algebra as in 8.3 and 8.7 in an open neighborhood U(d) of x:
(
V (d), x
) → (V (d−1), x1)
G(d) G(d−1).
Notice that then {z ∈ U(d): orddz G(d) = a1} can be identified with Sing G(d−1) in some open
neighborhood U(d−1) containing x1. Therefore via this identification
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z ∈U(d): γG(d) (z)= (a1, . . . , ad)
}
= Sing G(d−1) ∩ {z ∈U(d−1): γG(d−1) (z)= (a2, . . . , ad)}
= {z ∈H(d−1): γG(d−1) (z)= (a2, . . . , ad)}
for some open subset H(d−1) ⊂ V (d−1). Restricting U(d−1) if necessary we may assume that
(a2, . . . , ad) is actually the maximum of γG(d−1) . According to our inductive hypothesis there is
an open neighborhood of x1 where {z ∈ Ud−1: γG(d−1) (z) = (a2, . . . , ad)} is locally closed and
smooth. Again, via the identification Sing G(d) ∩ U(d) with Sing G(d−1) ∩ U(d−1) we conclude
that there is an open neighborhood of x where the stratum {z ∈ V (d): γG(d) (z) = (a1, . . . , ad)} is
closed and smooth.
Case 3. If a2 = ∞ and x is not a simple point, then, in a suitable neighborhood of x, replace
G(d) by G˜(d) as in Theorem 12.9. By restricting to a smaller neighborhood if needed, it can be
assumed that in addition, {z: ordz G(d) = a1} = Sing G˜(d). Now the argument in Case 2 can be
applied to G˜(d). 
Part 5. Epilogue and example
Let G(d) be a Rees algebra on a smooth scheme d-dimensional smooth scheme V (d) over a
field k. The study of a stratification on Sing G(d) achieved by means of an upper semi-continuous
function is one example of an application of Main Theorem 10.1. However, this stratification is
mainly interesting due to the following fact: as in Part 1 (via the dictionary between Rees alge-
bras and pairs) similar satellite functions can be defined thanks to Theorems 9.1, 10.1 and 12.9.
In this way an upper semi-continuous function is constructed whose maximum value determines
permissible centers, and the blow-up along these centers produces a simplification of the sin-
gularities. To be precise, once we blow-up at the smooth center defined by the function (on the
worst points), a new upper semi-continuous function is defined, which provides a new stratifica-
tion and a new closed and smooth stratum of worst singularities. We then consider the blow-up
at such center and so on.
A number of exceptional hypersurfaces arise in this process of monoidal transforms, and it
is important that these hypersurfaces have normal crossings. So we have to define a procedure
so that the maximum stratum (center of the monoidal transform) have normal crossings with the
exceptional hypersurfaces introduced in the previous steps. Here is where the second satellite
functions play an important role (see 2.2).
On the other hand, the notion of co-dimensional type in Definition 6.4 provides a natural form
of induction used in resolution problems:
– Observe first that when G(d) is of co-dimensional type d , then Sing(G(d)) is a zero-
dimensional closed set, and a resolution is achieved by blowing up these closed points.
– When G(d) is of co-dimensional type m, then by Theorem 12.9 a new Rees algebra G˜(d)
of co-dimensional type m+ 1 can be attached to G(d). Theorem 12.10 says that this Rees
algebra is determined up to integral closure of algebras. This is what allows us to define
the upper semi-continuous functions after successive monoidal transforms, and it also leads
to the reduction to the monomial case. In fact, if we assume by induction an algorithm of
resolution for algebras of co-dimensional type m+ 1, then a sequence




1 ,G(d)1 ,E(d)1 )
β1
· · · (V (d)s ,G(d)s ,E(d)s )
βs· · ·
(V (d−m),G(d−m),E(d−m)) (V (d−m)1 ,G(d−m)1 ,E(d−m)1 ) · · · (V (d−m)s ,G(d−m)s ,E(d−m)s )
max ord(d−m)G(d) max w-ord
(d−m)
G(d)1
 · · ·max w-ord(d−m)G(d)s , (70)
can be defined so that max w-ord(d−m)Gs = 0 (see [32, Corollary 6.15]). In other words, the
sequence of transformations can be defined so that (V (d)s ,G(d)s ,E(d)s ) is in the monomial
case as described in 10.4.
So Theorem 12.10 provides our form of induction. However, to be precise, the invariant dealt
with in that theorem is essentially that in (44) of 10.3 (or say, the first satellite function in Eq. (7)
of 2.1). As indicated above, after the first monoidal transformation, the upper semi-continuous
function that defines the reduction to the monomial case makes use of the second satellite func-
tion as in (11). The reader can find the formulation of Theorem 12.10 in terms of the second
satellite function and other technical aspects in [32].
For the case of characteristic zero it is simple to extend sequence (70) (i.e., the monomial
case) to a resolution of (V (d),G(d),E(d)) (see Steps A and B in Section 2). When the char-
acteristic is positive, the containment βs(Sing G(d)s ) ⊂ Sing G(d−m)s may be strict, and then a
resolution of (V (d−m)s ,G(d−m)s ,E(d−m)s ) may not lift to a resolution of (V (d)s ,G(d)s ,E(d)s ) (see [5]
for concrete examples). However the condition of (V (d−m)s ,G(d−m)s ,E(d−m)s ) being monomial
in positive characteristic (i.e. the elimination algebra being monomial) opens the way to new
invariants, as those treated in [5]. We hope to be able to address the monomial case in arbitrary
characteristic in the future.
We conclude this section with an example to illustrate the computation of an elimination alge-
bra and its use in stratification. We also indicate how our resolution functions define a sequence
of blow-ups that lead to the monomial case. This example has been treated in [19] and [18] to
show some of the pathologies raising in positive characteristic. This is one of the cases where
the natural resolution invariant (defined as a generalization of the one used in characteristic zero)
grows after a finite number of blow-ups.
Example 13.5. Assume that k is a field of characteristic 2, let V (3) be the affine three-dimensional
space Spec(k[X,Y,Z]), and let
S := {f = Z2 + (Y 7 + YX4) ∈ k[X,Y,Z] = 0}.
Clearly, the maximum order at points of S is two. This maximum is reached at the points of the
curve {Z = 0, Y 3 +X2 = 0}, but this is not a smooth closed subscheme, and henceforth we are
forced to look for other invariants that refine the order function.
Let G be the differential algebra generated by f in degree two:
G = OV (3)
[
Z2 + (Y 7 + YX4)W 2, (Y 3 +X2)2W ].
Notice that Max ord(3) = 1, and thatG
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{
Z = 0, Y 3 +X2 = 0}.
Again, observe that the function ord(3)G is too coarse: its singular locus is not even smooth.
Let V (2) = Spec(k[X,Y ]). We choose the G-admissible projection
β3,2 :V
(3) → V (2)
and compute the corresponding elimination algebra, RG :
RG = OV (2)
[(
Y 3 +X2)2W ].
Now Max ord(2)G = Max ordRG = 4, and Max ord(2)G = {(0,0,0)}. The procedure now involves
associating a simple differential algebra to Max ord(2)G and then projecting onto some smooth
scheme of dimension 1.
The first monoidal transformation is the blow-up at the origin, V (3) ← V (3)1 , which induces a
blow-up at V (2) with center {(0,0)}, V (2) ← V (2)1 . Recall that by Theorem 9.1, there are com-
mutative diagrams of monoidal transformations, restrictions and elimination algebras.
Consider the affine charts U(3)1,Y = Spec(k[XY ,Y, ZY ]) ⊂ V (3)1 , and U(2)1,Y = Spec(k[XY ,Y ]) ⊂
V
(2)







f1 = Z2 + Y 3 · (Y +X2)2.
In U(3)1,Y consider the weak transform of G,
G1 = OU(3)1,Y
[(
Z2 + Y 3 · (Y +X2)2)W 2, Y 3(Y +X2)2W ],
and the weak transform of RG in U(2)1,Y , RG1 = OU(2)1,Y [Y
3(Y +X2)2W ].
Notice that Max ord(3)G1 = 1, and that Max ord
(2)
G1 = Max w- ordRG1 = 2, so this invariant has
dropped, and hence the second satellite function plays a role counting exceptional divisors
(see 2.2). Now the same procedure that works for algorithmic resolution in characteristic zero
applies here (see Section 1), and after two more blow-ups at closed points (the centers that are de-
termined using the upper semi-continuous functions derived from Theorem 10.1), the monomial
case is achieved.
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